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IBE Foreword
4HIS�PUBLICATION�MARKS�A�MILESTONE�FOR�)"%�S�TRIENNIAL�SURVEY�OF�THE�ATTITUDES�OF�
employees to ethics in the workplace. The survey was first run just in Britain in 
2005 and today it encompasses eight European countries, up from five in 2015. 
What also makes this time different is the involvement of our national partners, 
who have full access to the survey data so that it can be used by their student 
base to provide further insights. 

!T�THE�)"%��THE�RESULTS�OF�THESE�SURVEYS�ARE�ALWAYS�KEENLY�AWAITED��3ET�AGAINST�
the backdrop of the current business environment, it is interesting to see how 
trends have moved on in the last three years. This can be seen particularly in 
the country specific data, but the Key Findings on page seven and eight also lay 
out a series of correlations. This section identifies those who have been aware 
OF�MISCONDUCT��FELT�PRESSURED�OR�RECOGNISE�THEIR�ORGANISATION�S�SUPPORT�OF�DOING�
business ethically (through having the building blocks of an ethics programme) 
and shows their views of whether honesty is practised at work; whether they 
have felt able to speak up and so forth. 

These correlations reflect the culture within an organisation, which has been 
recognised as an important factor in the health of an organisation, whether 
COMMERCIAL��IN�THE�PUBLIC�OR�THIRD�SECTORS��-UCH�PUBLIC�DISCOURSE�IN�THE�5+�IS�
focused on culture as the corporate governance code is refreshed and a code 
introduced for large unlisted companies. 

We are grateful to all those who have provided financial support for this 
SURVEY��IN�PARTICULAR�OUR�'OLD�3UPPORTER�2OLLS2OYCE��!LSO��)�THANK�#OM2ES�FOR�
undertaking the survey for us across these eight countries and a further four: 
!USTRALIA��.EW�:EALAND��#ANADA�AND�3INGAPORE��4HE�RESULTS�FROM�THESE�LATTER�
surveys will be published later in 2018.

&INALLY��)�AM�VERY�GRATEFUL�TO�'UENDALINA�$ONDÏ��)"%�S�3ENIOR�2ESEARCHER��FOR�HER�
ANALYSIS�AND�AUTHORSHIP��ABLY�AIDED�BY�+ATJA�3OMASUNDARAM��2ESEARCHER�

We look forward to receiving your feedback and insight on these survey findings.

Philippa Foster Back CBE
Director
Institute of Business Ethics 
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Statement from the Survey Gold Supporter 

Rolls-Royce   

At Rolls-Royce we are rightly proud of the 
EXTRAORDINARY�TECHNOLOGY�THAT�WE�CREATE��BUT�WE�
place equal importance on the way we behave, the 
way we do business and the way we pioneer the 
power that matters for our customers, shareholders 
and each other. 

In this ever changing world, companies must be sustainable and 
resilient in order to be a success in the long term and at the heart 
of this must be the desire to do things the right way. To support our 
employees with this we have our Code of Conduct: At our best which 
SETS�OUT�OUR�VALUES�OF�/PERATE�3AFELY��4RUSTED�TO�$ELIVER�%XCELLENCE��
and Act with Integrity and our behaviours of collaboration, simplicity, 
boldness, and agility. 

Our ethics are not just words on a page though. We support our 
people when they have to make a tough business choice which results 
in walking away from business which does not meet our standards of 
conduct. We also ensure that our reward and discipline mechanisms 
support our behaviours and we provide annual training to our 
employees on our Code of Conduct and how to speak up if they have 
a concern. In addition we measure the effectiveness of our programme 
THROUGH�A�VARIETY�OF�MECHANISMS��FOR�EXAMPLE�OUR�ANNUAL�%MPLOYEE�
/PINION�3URVEY��AND�EXTERNAL�BENCHMARKING��4HIS�IS�WHERE�THE�)"%�
Ethics at Work study supports us in understanding wider views and 
opinions from other companies so we can share these insights within 
our business to further improve our programme. Rolls-Royce is proud 
to sponsor this invaluable work.

Jo Morgan
Head of Ethics and Compliance, Rolls-Royce 

Pioneering the power that matters.
Rolls-Royce pioneers cutting-edge technologies that deliver the cleanest, safest 
AND�MOST�COMPETITIVE�SOLUTIONS�TO�MEET�OUR�PLANET�S�VITAL�POWER�NEEDS��)T�HAS�
customers in more than 150 countries, comprising of more than 400 airlines 
and leasing customers, 160 armed forces, 4,000 marine customers including 70 
navies, and more than 5,000 power and nuclear customers.

Rolls-Royce employs almost 50,000 people in 50 countries. More than 16,500 
of these are engineers. Collectively they strive to create a working environment 
where everyone is able to be at their best every day.
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Nearly one 
in three 
employees have 
been aware of 
misconduct  
at work 
30% of employees have 

been aware of misconduct during the past year 
at work. People treated inappropriately/
unethically (46%) is the most frequent 
type of misconduct mentioned, followed by 
misreporting hours worked (35%) and 
safety violations (30%).

The majority of employees  
say their organisation  
acts with honesty
78% of respondents think 
that honesty is practised 
always or frequently within 
their organisation. This 
percentage ranges from 69% 
in Germany to 88% in 
Ireland. After a dip in 2015, 
the perception of honesty is 
generally on the rise again. 

Less than a 
quarter of 
employees are 
incentivised 
to behave 

ethically
23% of respondents say their organisation 
provides incentives to encourage employees to 
live up to ethical standards. The most common 
incentive in all countries is including ethics in 
annual appraisals or performance reviews. 

“ssss
Employees are 
more likely 
to speak 
up about 
misconduct
54% of employees 
who were aware of 
misconduct spoke 
up, which is an 

Key Findings
Eight European countries (France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Portugal, 
Spain, Switzerland and the UK) were surveyed for the Ethics at 
Work: 2018 survey of employees. 

78%

improvement on 2015. Employees in the UK 
are the most likely to have reported misconduct 
(67%) whilst respondents in Portugal are least 
likely to have done so (49%).  

16%

30%!!!!

Attitudes of managers to  
petty fiddling have become 
more tolerant over time

30% of managers think 
petty fiddling is inevitable 
in a modern organisation. 
13% of managers even 
say it is acceptable 
to artificially increase 
profits in the books as 

long as no money is stolen.

23%

✗
LOSSPROFIT

30%

2018 IBE Ethics at Work Survey: Europe
Key Findings

Pressure to compromise 
ethical standards has risen
16% of respondents in Europe 
say that they have felt some 
form of pressure to compromise 
their organisation’s ethical 
standards. Figures for 
pressure have risen  
in all of the countries  
for which historical data  
is available.

54%
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Key Findings 

Why Supporting Ethics Matters
The Ethics at Work: 2018 survey of employees highlights the positive 
impact on employees of having a comprehensive ethics programme. 
The IBE has identified four key building blocks needed for a 
comprehensive ethics programme: 

  Having written standards of ethical business conduct

  Providing a means of reporting misconduct confidentially 

  Offering advice or an information helpline about  
  behaving ethically 

  Providing training on ethical conduct. 

Organisations with an ethics programme  
act more responsibly 

86% of employees in organisations with a comprehensive  
ethics programme say their organisation acts responsibly in all its  
business dealings, in comparison with 57% in organisations  
without an ethics programme.

Employees in organisations with an ethics 
programme are more likely to speak up  
about misconduct

73% of employees in organisations with a comprehensive ethics 
programme who were aware of misconduct spoke up, as  
opposed to 42% in organisations without an ethics programme. 

Organisations with an ethics programme are 
better at dealing with ethical issues raised 
by employees

72% of employees in organisations with a comprehensive 
ethics programme who were aware of misconduct and spoke up 
are satisfied with the result of doing so, as opposed to 28% in 
organisations without an ethics programme.

Line managers in organisations with an ethics 
programme set a better example

83% of employees in organisations with a comprehensive 
ethics programme say their line manager sets a good example of 
ethical behaviour, in comparison with 46% in organisations 
without an ethics programme.

!!!!

ETHICS

i
“ssss

ETHICS
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1    The 2005, 2008 and 2012 Employee Views of Ethics at Work: British survey reports are each available, 
free to download, from the IBE website.

2    �.EW�9ORK�4IMES�����3EPTEMBER�����	�A warning for world leaders from Kofi Annan

2018 IBE Ethics at Work Survey: Europe
Introduction

Introduction to the Research 
What are employees’ attitudes to and perceptions of ethics in their 
place of work? Do they feel able to speak up if they have been aware 
of misconduct? Are formal ethics programmes effective in embedding 
ethical values into organisational culture and influencing behaviour? Have 
perceptions changed over time? What are the challenges for organisations 
and what should be the focus going forward?

The Institute of Business Ethics (IBE) has asked similar questions of the British 
WORKFORCE�EVERY�THREE�YEARS�SINCE�������)N�������WE�EXTENDED�THE�SURVEY�TO�FOUR�
ADDITIONAL�MAJOR�%UROPEAN�MARKETS��&RANCE��'ERMANY��)TALY�AND�3PAIN� 1   

The Ethics at Work: 2018 survey of employees illustrates the latest evolution 
AND�TRENDS�IN�EMPLOYEES��PERCEPTIONS�OF�ETHICS�IN�THE�WORKPLACE��'IVEN�THAT�
organisations are increasingly taking an integrated approach at the international 
LEVEL��WE�HAVE�EXPANDED�THE�NUMBER�OF�COUNTRIES�INCLUDED�IN�THE�RESEARCH�TO�
COVER�&RANCE��'ERMANY��)RELAND��)TALY��0ORTUGAL��3PAIN��3WITZERLAND�AND�THE�5+�
WITHIN�%UROPE��AS�WELL�AS�!USTRALIA��#ANADA��3INGAPORE�AND�.EW�:EALAND�

The 2018 survey includes the same questions for comparison purposes, but we 
HAVE�CHANGED�OUR�RESEARCH�METHODOLOGY�IN�THE�5+�FROM�FACETOFACE�INTERVIEWS�
to an online survey, to achieve further comparability across all countries 
SURVEYED��AS�ILLUSTRATED�IN�!PPENDIX����4HIS�REPORT�PRESENTS�RESULTS�FROM�THE�)"%�S�
2018 research into ethics at work in Europe. The survey results from Australia, 
#ANADA��3INGAPORE�AND�.EW�:EALAND�WILL�BE�PUBLISHED�IN�SEPARATE�REPORTS��

All the survey reports will be available to download free of charge from the IBE 
website as they are published during 2018. 

Setting the scene
#ONTEXT�IS�CRUCIAL�TO�UNDERSTANDING�HOW�THESE�RESULTS�ARE�RELEVANT�TO�
organisations. This survey took place in February 2018 against a backdrop 
OF�DEEP�ECONOMIC�UNCERTAINTY�AND�POLITICAL�TURMOIL��3PEAKING�AT�A�CONFERENCE�
IN�������THE�FORMER�3ECRETARY'ENERAL�OF�THE�5NITED�.ATIONS��5.	�+Ol�!NNAN�
described the world as a “messy place”��WHERE�PEOPLE�S�DISAFFECTION�WITH�THEIR�
governments had influenced recent elections and could now lead to divisions in 
THE�5.� 2

Over the past three years, since the last IBE survey was conducted in 2015, 
SIGNIlCANT�AND�LARGELY�UNEXPECTED�EVENTS�HAVE�PRODUCED�THE�WIDESPREAD�
feeling that the current political and economic situation is at a decisive moment 
in history. Divisive elections, an increasingly divided society and a growth of 
EXTREMISM�IN�POLITICS�AND�SOCIETY�HAVE�FUELLED�UNCERTAINTY�ABOUT�THE�FUTURE��4HERE�
IS�A�FEAR�THAT�MANY�WILL�BE�EXCLUDED�FROM�THE�BENElTS�OF�A�FASTPACED�GLOBALISED�
and increasingly digitalised economy. 

Context is crucial 
to understanding 
how these results 
are relevant to 
organisations

‘‘
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#URRENT�DEBATE�ON�SOVEREIGNTY�MIGHT�REmECT�PEOPLE�S�DESIRE�TO�TAKE�BACK�
control of their lives and a feeling that they are unrepresented by politicians and 
business leaders. Migration and immigration are one of the main sources of 
PUBLIC�CONCERN��4HE�ECONOMIC�IMPACT�OF�MIGRATION�HAS�BEEN�EXTENSIVELY�STUDIED��
but public opinion is still often driven by ill-informed perceptions that stress the 
risks related to greater competition for jobs and public services, which would 
result in lower salaries and fewer benefits. 3   

New perspectives through developments in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and 
machine learning are raising further concerns about the future of the workplace. 
The rhetoric of a competition between humanity and machines has become 
commonplace. It suggests that humans are in a race against intelligent 
machines to save their jobs as AI develops and people are replaced by robots in 
an increasing number of roles. Furthermore, questions have been raised on the 
ethical implications that the use of AI can have on business and society. 4  

The sense of insecurity that these issues are producing has been intensified 
by the changing nature of employment – such as the agile workforce or gig 
economy. Data shows that the number of people working on a project or 
contract basis, or as a freelancer, is on the rise, particularly in some sectors. 5  

7HILST�THIS�PROVIDES�MORE�mEXIBLE�WAYS�OF�WORKING��IT�SIGNIlCANTLY�AFFECTS�JOB�
security; employment rights and benefits as well as inclusion in the workplace.

The background to ethics in the workplace
The uncertainty that characterises the current economic and political situation 
suggests that the balance of power is changing, producing turbulent and – 
particularly for some – difficult times. 

Organisations that were once held accountable by the rule of law within their 
country of origin have now shifted in increasing measure onto the global stage, 
where they are much more difficult to control. The globalisation of economic 
systems has introduced new power dynamics: the internet, financial institutions 
and multinational corporations all operate above and beyond national borders. 
This global space is less regulated by the rule of law, and there is too often the 
impression that organisations may act free of constraint. 

5NDENIABLY��THIS�MIGHT�HAVE�SOME�ADVANTAGES�FOR�BUSINESS��"EING�ABLE�
to operate with fewer limitations can boost international trade, incentivise 
PRODUCTIVITY�AND�MAXIMISE�PROlTS��(OWEVER��IT�GENERALLY�DOESN�T�TAKE�LONG�
before the knock-on effects coming from corruption, ethically questionable 
business practices and unfair competition take their toll on business success 
and sustainability. Furthermore, public perception that business is not being 
held accountable for its actions has a significant negative impact on how 
much people trust organisations to contribute to the development of society. 6   
Businesses need trust in order to maintain their social licence to operate. 

3    4HE�%CONOMIST�����3EPTEMBER�����	 Migration: needed but not wanted
4    IBE (2018) Business Ethics and Artificial Intelligence
5    New Economics Foundation (9 December 2016) Massive surge in gig economy
6    Edelman (2018) 2018 Trust Barometer

Businesses need 
trust in order to 
maintain their social 
licence to operate 

‘‘
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Introduction

)N�THIS�CONTEXT��A�KEY�CHALLENGE�THAT�THE�INTERNATIONAL�COMMUNITY�FACES�IS�TO�
develop governance systems that apply effectively to globalised markets. It 
IS�PARAMOUNT�THAT�ORGANISATIONS�OF�ALL�SIZES�STEP�UP�THEIR�COMMITMENT�TO�BE�A�
positive driver of change, adopting governance frameworks that go beyond 
WHAT�IS�REQUIRED�BY�LAW��3UPPORTING�AN�ETHICAL�CULTURE�IN�THE�WORKPLACE�IS�A�
necessary first step for organisations.

These survey findings identify what organisations are doing on the front line. 
As such, the results provide valuable insights and guidance on how to create 
and sustain a culture of integrity at work. Individual organisations can use the 
data provided to benchmark their culture and performance against all twelve 
countries surveyed as well as their respective national averages.

The survey
The aims of the IBE Ethics at Work: 2018 survey of employees were as follows:

s� �4O�develop�AN�UNDERSTANDING�OF�EMPLOYEES��ATTITUDES�TO�AND�PERCEPTIONS�OF�
ethics in the workplace in 2018

s� �4O�identify trends and developments through comparisons with data from 
THE�)"%�S�PREVIOUS�Ethics at Work surveys

s� �4O�compare how business ethics is viewed and understood by employees in 
different countries.

Data for this research was collected online by the research consultancy 
ComRes on behalf of the IBE in February 2018. The research methodology and 
RESPONDENT�PROlLES�ARE�PRESENTED�IN�!PPENDIX����4HE�INTERVIEW�QUESTIONNAIRE�
�SEE�!PPENDIX��	�CONSISTED�OF����QUESTIONS�

The European report
This report details survey findings from a nationally representative sample of 
6,119 employees in Europe (754 in France, 762 in Germany, 784 in Ireland, 768 
IN�)TALY������IN�0ORTUGAL������IN�3PAIN������IN�3WITZERLAND�AND�����IN�THE�5+	�
surveyed by ComRes on behalf of the IBE in February 2018.

It is structured in three chapters.

Chapter 1  highlights three key themes that emerged from the research and that 
DElNE�EMPLOYEES��VIEWS�ON�ETHICS�AT�WORK�IN�������4HESE�RELATE�TO�
assessing the ethical culture of an organisation, identifying ethical 
risks and supporting ethics standards.

Chapter 2  focuses on two specific issues that have a major impact on the 
culture of an organisation: the ability of employees to voice their 
ethics-related concerns and the role of line managers in promoting 
ethics in the workplace.

Chapter 3  provides infographics for each of the European countries surveyed, 
highlighting specific characteristics, strengths and ethical risks.

11 



#HANGES�INTRODUCED�IN�THE�RESEARCH�METHODOLOGY�FOR�THE�5+��SEE�!PPENDIX�
1) mean that data collected for previous Ethics at Work surveys is not directly 
COMPARABLE�WITH������5+�lNDINGS��)NSTEAD��THIS�REPORT�PRESENTS�INDICATIVE�
trends which appear to be consistent.

Four different subgroups of the employee population were analysed to see if 
THERE�WERE�ANY�DIFFERENCES�IN�THEIR�EXPERIENCE�OF�ETHICS�IN�THE�WORKPLACE�� 
These were: 

Gender  
(male/female)

 Age  
(younger employees aged 18-34/

mid-career employees aged 35-54/
older employees aged 55+)

Sector 
(public and third sector/

private)

 Size of organisation 
�SMALL�AND�MEDIUMSIZED�

ENTERPRISES��3-%S�
large organisations with more than 

250 employees). 7  

In addition, the seniority of respondents was used to analyse how attitudes to 
ethics at work change between managers and non-managers, as illustrated in 
Chapter 2.

7    3EE�!PPENDIX���FOR�MORE�DETAIL�

PUBLIC
PRIVATE

2018 IBE Ethics at Work Survey: Europe
Introduction
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Chapter 1

Survey Themes
Taking the ‘ethical temperature’ of an organisation is not an easy task. 
‘One-size-fits-all’ approaches rarely work when it comes to understanding 
people’s behaviour and it is difficult to represent concepts such as 
honesty, integrity and fairness with numbers.

4HE�)"%�S�SURVEY�APPROACHES�THIS�TASK�BY�LOOKING�AT�THREE�CRITICAL�DIMENSIONS�
that responsible organisations need to take into account to ensure that their 
ethical values are effectively embedded in practice.

Theme 1:  Assessing the ethical culture is essential to understanding the 
role that ethics plays in the organisation and how deeply the core 
values are rooted in the day-to-day decision-making process.

Theme 2:  Identifying ethical risks is important in order to understand which 
ISSUES�SHOULD�BE�THE�FOCUS�OF�AN�ORGANISATION�S�ETHICS�PROGRAMME��
the aim of which is to ensure that employees do not feel pressured 
to compromise ethical standards.

Theme 3:  Supporting ethics standards at work by providing the 
fundamental components of an effective ethics programme 
minimises ethical risks and shapes organisational culture around 
core ethical values.

Theme 1: Assessing the ethical culture
“I used to believe that culture was ‘soft’, and had little bearing on our bottom 
line. What I believe today is that our culture has everything to do with our 
bottom line, now and into the future,” 8  wrote Vern Dosch, President and Chief 
%XECUTIVE�/FlCER��#%/	�OF�THE���YEAROLD�INFORMATION�TECHNOLOGY��)4	�COMPANY�
.ATIONAL�)NFORMATION�3OLUTIONS�#OOPERATIVE��BASED�IN�THE�53�

Dosch is not the only one who has recognised the importance of a strong 
corporate culture for the long-term sustainability of an organisation. A poor 
or weak corporate culture has been a root cause of some of the major 
corporate scandals that have tarnished business reputation in recent years. 
These scandals provoked the media and the general public alike to call for 
organisations to put in place more robust procedures to assess and improve 
their corporate culture. 9 �4HE�INTERNAL�INVESTIGATION�THAT�5BER�UNDERTOOK�TO�LOOK�
INTO�ITS�CORPORATE�CULTURE�IS�ONE�EXAMPLE�OF�HOW�THE�BUSINESS�COMMUNITY�HAS�
begun to address this. 10 

8    Vern Dosch (2015) Wired Differently
9    The IBE monitors the media and provides business ethics news and stories via email and online at  

www.ibe.org.uk. Over the years, the IBE has highlighted many news stories that link corporate scandals 
to organisational culture.

10    Financial Times (5 June 2017) Uber hires Harvard Business School professor to overhaul culture

A poor or weak 
corporate culture 
has been a root 
cause of some of 
the major corporate 
scandals that have 
tarnished business 
reputation in  
recent years

‘‘
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There has been much debate on how organisations can understand what 
defines their culture, how to shape it and how to measure it. One way of doing 
this is to ask the employees themselves by including questions on ethics in 
employee surveys. 11   

The results presented below illustrate the views of employees in Europe on 
some of the indicators of a corporate culture.

11   IBE (2018) Culture Indicators: understanding corporate behaviour
12   FRC (2016) Corporate Culture and the Role of Boards: report of observations

?
?

Corporate culture
Corporate culture refers to the beliefs, values and behaviours that 
DETERMINE�HOW�AN�ORGANISATION�S�EMPLOYEES�AND�MANAGEMENT�CONDUCT�
their business and manage relationships with individuals and groups 
with whom they have dealings within and outside the organisation 
�STAKEHOLDERS	��#ORPORATE�CULTURE�IS�OFTEN�IMPLIED��NOT�EXPRESSLY�DElNED��
AND�DEVELOPS�ORGANICALLY�OVER�TIME�FROM�THE�EXAMPLE�SET�AT�THE�TOP�AND�
from the traits of the people the organisation employs.

A healthy corporate culture is vital to protect and generate value for the 
organisation and it is therefore important to have a continuous focus on 
CULTURE��3IR�7INFRIED�"ISCHOFF��#HAIRMAN�OF�THE�&INANCIAL�2EPORTING�#OUNCIL�
(FRC), has identified three important issues for organisations to consider in 
taking action on culture: 12 

s� �Connect purpose and strategy to culture. Establishing an 
ORGANISATION�S�OVERALL�PURPOSE�AND�A�STRATEGY�THAT�REmECTS�ITS�DESIRED�
culture is key in supporting values and encouraging the correct 
behaviours 

s� �Align values and incentives. Financial and non-financial incentives 
should be appropriately balanced and linked to behavioural objectives

s�  Assess and measure culture. Organisations need to identify the 
indicators of culture that are most relevant to their business and 
analyse them in a meaningful way.

Did you know?

What is acceptable?
Are employees able to identify ethical issues relating to everyday choices that 
THEY�MIGHT�HAVE�TO�FACE�IN�THE�WORKPLACE��4O�WHAT�EXTENT�DO�THEY�APPLY�ETHICAL�
values to their decision-making? 

To answer these questions, respondents to this survey were presented with 
nine common work-related scenarios and were asked to pass judgement on 
whether or not they considered them acceptable. Although some of these may 
seem trivial, these answers are important indicators of what kinds of behaviour 
ARE�CONSIDERED�ACCEPTABLE�IN�THE�WORKPLACE��AND�WHERE�EMPLOYEES��ETHICAL�
boundaries lie.
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Figure 1  Acceptability of common workplace practices

Acceptable          Unacceptable

Making personal phone calls from work 

Using the internet for personal use during  
work hours

Posting personal mail from work

 

Taking pencils and pens from work 

 
Favouring family or friends when recruiting  

or awarding contracts
 

Using company petrol for personal mileage 

 Minor fiddling/exaggeration of travel expenses

Charging personal entertainment to expenses

 

Pretending to be sick to take the day off 

Below is a list of things that sometimes happen in the workplace. To what 
extent, if at all, do you think that each of the following actions is acceptable?   

Q1

Percentage of respondents who say the proposed workplace practices are 
acceptable (totally or fairly acceptable) or unacceptable (not very acceptable 
or totally unacceptable).

In line with 2015 results, Figure 1 shows that pretending to be sick to take a 
DAY�OFF��MINOR�lDDLING�EXAGGERATION�OF�TRAVEL�EXPENSES�AND�CHARGING�PERSONAL�
ENTERTAINMENT�TO�EXPENSES�CONTINUE�TO�BE�CONSIDERED�THE�MOST�UNACCEPTABLE�
practices.

At the other end of the spectrum, making personal phone calls from work 
and using the internet for personal use during working hours are considered 
acceptable practices by 47% and 41% of respondents respectively.

In particular, making personal phone calls from work is considered to be 
acceptable by more than half of respondents in a majority of the countries 
SURVEYED��NAMELY�&RANCE��'ERMANY��)RELAND��3WITZERLAND�AND�THE�5+	�

An issue where attitudes are noticeably different from country to country is related 
to favouring family or friends when recruiting or awarding contracts. Employees 
in Ireland and Portugal seem to be particularly strict with regard to this practice 
(only 8% and 9% respectively find it acceptable). Different views emerge from 
RESPONDENTS�IN�'ERMANY�AND�3WITZERLAND��WHERE�����OF�EMPLOYEES�SAY�IT�IS�
acceptable, as well as France, where 30% of employees say this.

Looking at the results by country, it is possible to identify differences in attitudes 
to ethics. Figure 2 highlights the European countries where employees tend to 
be, respectively, more lenient or stricter towards the above-mentioned practices.

Attitudes are 
noticeably different 
from country 
to country with 
regard to favouring 
family or friends 
when recruiting or 
awarding contracts 

‘‘

9%

9%

14%

19%

29%

31%

41%

47%

89%

89%

84%

78%

70%

67%

57%

51%

90%
9%
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Countries where respondents found the proposed practices in Question 1 more 
acceptable or unacceptable than average.   

Figure 2   Acceptability of common workplace practices by country 
compared to the European average 

  

More Lenient Stricter
Number of indicators that employees 

found acceptable (totally or fairly 
acceptable) above the European average

Number of indicators that employees 
found unacceptable (totally unacceptable 

or not very acceptable) above the 
European average

German employees are more likely 
than average to find each of the nine 
workplace practices acceptable

French employees find seven of 
the nine workplace practices more 
acceptable than average

In the UK, employees find eight of 
the nine workplace practices more 
acceptable than average

Portuguese employees find each of 
the nine workplace practices more 
unacceptable than average

Employees in Italy find seven of 
the nine workplace practices more 
unacceptable than average

Employees in both Ireland and Spain 
find six of the nine workplace practices 
more unacceptable than average

What do organisations say in their current codes of ethics?
“Computer equipment, phones, email and internet access are provided 
for business purposes and monitored regularly to help BP defend against 
cyber-attacks and malicious activity. Limited personal use will usually be 
acceptable.”

BP (as available in April 2018) Our code: our responsibility

“Tullow respects the privacy of employees in their personal affairs and 
activities. However, when personal, social, financial or political activities 
could influence, or appear to influence, the ability to make objective 
business decisions for Tullow, a conflict of interest can occur. There are 
many different ways in which a conflict of interest can arise and these 
include: […] 
�s� �#ONDUCTING�4ULLOW�BUSINESS�WITH�A�FAMILY�MEMBER�OR�AN�ORGANISATION�

with which a family member is connected
�s� �3UPERVISING�A�FAMILY�MEMBER�OR�SOMEONE�WITH�WHOM�YOU�HAVE�A�CLOSE�

personal relationship, where you are in a position to influence their 
recruitment, salary, performance rating, promotion or other terms of 
employment.”

Tullow Oil (2015) Code of ethical conduct: the way we work

Ethics in practice

Swiss employees find four of the nine workplace practices more acceptable 
than average. However, they also find two of the nine workplace practices less 
acceptable than average.

+

Men CONSIDER�SIX�OF�
the nine workplace 
practices more 
acceptable than 
women. There is no 
statistically significant 
difference for the 
remaining three: taking 
pens and pencils from 
work; favouring friends 
and family when 
recruiting or awarding 
contracts and 
pretending to be sick 
to take the day off.

Younger employees 
aged 18-34 are the 
most likely to find 
each of the practices 
mentioned above 
acceptable. Older 
employees, aged 
55+, are the least likely 
to do so.

Employees in large 
organisations are 
more likely to regard 
making personal 
phone calls from 
work and using the 
internet for personal 
use during work 
hours as acceptable. 
Employees in SMEs 
are more likely to say 
that it is acceptable 
to charge personal 
entertainment to 
EXPENSES��USE�
company petrol for 
personal mileage and 
favour friends and 
family when awarding 
contracts. 
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Trends over time
7HERE�DATA�IS�AVAILABLE��SEE�!PPENDIX��	��IT�IS�POSSIBLE�TO�TRACK�TRENDS�TO�
DETERMINE�HOW�EMPLOYEES��ATTITUDES�HAVE�CHANGED�OVER�TIME��&IGURE���ILLUSTRATES�
changing attitudes towards a series of workplace issues that can potentially 
have particularly serious consequences. 

Results show that, overall, employees in most of the countries surveyed seem 
to be becoming more lenient towards practices that involve charging personal 
ENTERTAINMENT�TO�EXPENSES�AND�MINOR�lDDLING�OF�TRAVEL�EXPENSES��3IMILAR�TRENDS�
are noted towards the practice of favouring friends or family when recruiting or 
awarding contracts.  

Figure 3   Acceptability of common workplace practices by country  
and over time 

Below is a list of things that sometimes happen in the workplace. To what 
extent, if at all, do you think that each of the following actions is acceptable?   

Q1

Charging personal entertainment to expenses 

GER

UK

ITA

FRA

SWI

SPA

POR

IRE

Minor fiddling/exaggeration of travel expenses

GER

UK

FRA

ITA

SPA

SWI

POR

IRE

*

 continues >

 15%

 13%

 11%

 8%

 4%

 4%

 6%

 6%

–

–

2018

2018

2018

2018

 9%
–

2018

2018

2018

2015

2015

2015

2015

 8%
 6%

2018

2015

–

–

–

 15%
 9%

*  14%

 11%

 7%

 7%

 7%

 6%

 5%

 12%

 9%

 7%

 7%

2018

2018

2018

2018

2018

2018

2018

2018

2015

2015

2015

2015

2015

  

2018 Average 9%

2018 Average 9%

 10%

 10%

Percentage of respondents who say the proposed workplace practices are 
acceptable (totally or fairly acceptable).
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Below is a list of things that sometimes happen in the workplace. To what 
extent, if at all, do you think that each of the following actions is acceptable?   

Q1

Percentage of respondents who say the proposed workplace practices are 
acceptable (totally or fairly acceptable).
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Favouring family or friends when recruiting or awarding contracts

FRA

GER

SWI

SPA

UK

ITA

POR

IRE

Figure 3   continued

Is honesty applied in practice?
Another important issue to understand in order to assess workplace culture is 
HOW�EMPLOYEES�PERCEIVE�THEIR�ORGANISATION�S�COMMITMENT�TO�ETHICAL�VALUES��AND�
the degree to which this is genuine and effectively embedded in practice. This 
can be seen through their view of the actions of their colleagues and managers.

7HILST�THE�ETHICAL�VALUES�THAT�ORGANISATIONS�ADOPT�ARE�VARIED��THE�PROXY�USED�IN�
this survey is honesty. This is because honesty is one of the most frequently 
mentioned value-words in business – it is easily recognisable by everybody 
and often used in everyday language. This is also true in the negative, where 
EXAMPLES�EASILY�COME�TO�MIND�AS�TO�WHAT�DISHONEST�BEHAVIOUR�MIGHT�LOOK�LIKE�IN�
the workplace as well as outside. 

4HIS�IS�PARTICULARLY�RELEVANT�IN�TODAY�S�DIGITAL�ENVIRONMENT��WHERE�SOCALLED�@FAKE�
NEWS��CAN�SPREAD�QUICKLY�THROUGH�SOCIAL�MEDIA�AND�IT�CAN�BE�DIFlCULT�TO�TELL�
what is true and what is not. This situation places an important responsibility 
on organisations: being perceived as honest in all dealings is an essential part 
of creating a consistent bond of trust with the public, employees and other 
stakeholders. 

Being perceived as 
honest in all dealings 
is an essential 
part of creating a 
consistent bond of 
trust with the public, 
employees and 
other stakeholders 

‘‘

 30%

 27%

 31%

 23%

 27%

 9%

 8%

–

–

–

2018

2018

2018

2018

2018

2015

2015

*  17%

16%

 19%

 17%

 12%

2018

2018

2018

2015

2015

2015

  

2018 Average 19%

 20%
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?
?

Honesty
Honesty is one of the values of the French multinational consulting, 
technology services and digital transformation corporation Capgemini. 
The company website defines it as: “Loyalty, integrity, uprightness, a 
complete refusal to use any underhanded method to help win business or 
gain any kind of advantage. Neither growth nor profit nor independence 
have any real worth unless they are won through complete honesty and 
probity. And everyone in the Group knows that any lack of openness and 
integrity in our business dealings will be penalised at once.” 13  

Did you know?

Figure 4 presents the percentages of employees by country who think honesty 
is practised always or frequently. Results show that, after a dip in 2015, the 
perception of honesty is generally on the rise again. Although, for most countries 
FOR�WHICH�COMPARATIVE�DATA�IS�AVAILABLE��IT�HASN�T�YET�REACHED�THE�LEVELS�OF�������
!N�EXCEPTION�TO�THIS�IS�3PAIN��WHERE�THE�lGURES�SHOW�A�CONSISTENT�UPWARD�TREND�
since 2012. 

%MPLOYEES�IN�)RELAND��0ORTUGAL�AND�THE�5+�APPEAR�TO�HAVE�A�PARTICULARLY�POSITIVE�
outlook on their organisations, with more than four in five respondents saying 
that honesty is practised at least frequently (see Figure 4). It is worth noting 
THAT�EMPLOYEES�IN�THE�5+�APPEAR�TO�HAVE�A�LENIENT�APPROACH�TO�MOST�OF�THE�
workplace practices listed in Figure 1. This might highlight a potential inability 
amongst employees to see the ethical dimension of a decision they are making. 
Research shows that often unethical decisions are not deliberate acts by 
@BAD��PEOPLE��2ATHER��THEY�OCCUR�WHERE�A�WELLINTENTIONED�PERSON�HAS�BECOME�
@ETHICALLY�BLIND��AS�A�RESULT�OF�ANY�NUMBER�OF�INDIVIDUAL��ORGANISATIONAL�OR�SOCIETAL�
pressures. Recognising different contributory influences and averting ethical 
blindness is crucial to preventing unethical behaviour. 14    

On the other hand, respondents in France and Germany are the least likely to 
trust their organisation to practise honesty; in those two countries employees 
seem also to take a more lenient approach towards the workplace practices 
detailed above. This type of situation might be the result of a morally disengaged 
workforce, where individuals are aware of the ethical aspects of a decision but 
actively choose to disengage and behave unethically. 15  

Both ethical blindness and moral disengagement will impair the effectiveness of 
AN�ORGANISATION�S�ETHICS�PROGRAMME�AND�THUS�INCREASE�ETHICAL�RISKS�

13   https://www.capgemini.com/company-profile-key-figures/values-ethics/ 
14   3EE�!��%��4ENBRUNSEL�AND�$��-��-ESSICK��Social Justice Research, Volume 17, 2004) Ethical Fading: 

the role of self-deception in unethical behavior and M. E. Drumwright and P. E. Murphy (Journal of 
Advertising, Volume 33, 2004) How Advertising Practitioners View Ethics: moral muteness, moral 
myopia, and moral imagination.

15   Celia Moore (Current Opinion in Psychology, Volume 6, 2015) Moral Disengagement

Ethical blindness 
and moral 
disengagement 
will impair the 
effectiveness of an 
organisation’s ethics 
programme and 
thus increase  
ethical risks

‘‘
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Older employees  
aged 55+ (82%) are 
more likely to say that 
honesty is practised 
always or frequently 
in their organisation 
than their younger 
colleagues aged 
18-34 (75%) and 
mid-career employees 
aged 35-54 (79%). 

Employees in the 
private sector (80%) 
are more likely to 
say that honesty is 
practised always or 
frequently than their 
colleagues in the 
public/third sector 
(75%). 

Employees in SMEs 
are more likely to 
say that honesty is 
practised at least 
frequently in their 
organisation (79% 
compared to 75% 
of those in large 
organisations).

PUBLIC
PRIVATE

  

Figure 4   Employee views of how frequently honesty is practised by 
country and over time

In your organisation’s daily operations, would you say that honesty is practised...?    Q2

Percentage of respondents who say always or frequently.
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UK

SPA
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SWI

FRA

GER

 88%

 85%

 79%

76%

 75%

 71%

 69%

*
 81%

 77%

 73%

 66%

 63%

 84%

 67%

 86%

 79%

 77%

 81%

2018

2018

2018

2018

2018

2018

2018

2018

2015

–

–

2015

2015

–

2015

2015

2012

–

–

2012

2012

–

2012

2012

2018 Average 78%

How are stakeholders treated?
Professor Edward Freeman, generally recognised as the father of the 
stakeholder approach to business ethics, defines stakeholders as “any group or 
individual who can affect or is affected by the achievement of the organisation’s 
objectives”. 16 It follows that the way an organisation shapes and manages 
its relationships with key stakeholder groups is an important indicator of its 
corporate culture. 

4O�UNDERSTAND�EMPLOYEES��PERCEPTIONS�OF�THIS��RESPONDENTS�WERE�ASKED�TO�
comment on whether they believe that their organisation acts responsibly in all 
its business dealings with key stakeholder groups such as customers, clients, 
suppliers etc. Respondents were also asked more specific questions relating 
TO�INTERNAL�AND�EXTERNAL�STAKEHOLDERS��WHETHER�THEIR�ORGANISATION�LIVES�UP�TO�ITS�
stated policy of social responsibility and whether ethical issues are discussed in 
staff meetings. 

2ESULTS�SHOW�THAT�EMPLOYEES�IN�3WITZERLAND�ARE�THE�MOST�CONlDENT�THAT�THEIR�
organisation acts responsibly in all its business dealings with stakeholders (80% 
OF�3WISS�RESPONDENTS�AGREE	��LIVES�UP�TO�ITS�STATED�POLICY�OF�SOCIAL�RESPONSIBILITY�
(69% agree) and discusses issues of right and wrong at team meetings (58% 
agree). At the other end of the spectrum, employees in France seem to be less 
positive about the way their organisation engages with its stakeholders. 

16   R. Edward Freeman (1984) Strategic Management: a stakeholder approach
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Employees in 
Switzerland are the 
most confident that 
their organisation 
acts responsibly 
in all its business 
dealings with 
stakeholders

‘‘Figure 5   Perceptions of engagement with internal and external 
stakeholders 

My organisation acts responsibly in all its business dealings  
(with customers, clients, suppliers etc)

SWI

IRE

GER

UK

POR

SPA

ITA

FRA

 80%

 78%

 77%

 70%

6%

 9%

68%

 66%

 65%

 5%

 9%

 10%

 11%

 10%

 12%

*

Agree

Agree

Agree

Agree

Agree

Agree

Agree

Agree

Disagree

Disagree

Disagree

Disagree

Disagree

Disagree

Disagree

Disagree

Agree Average 70%

Disagree Average 9%

 58%

My organisation lives up to its stated policy of social responsibility

SWI

POR

IRE

UK

GER

SPA

ITA

FRA

 69%

63%

 62%

 60%

 12%

 8%

 13%

 17%

*

Agree

Agree

Agree

Agree

Agree

Agree

Agree

Agree

Disagree

Disagree

Disagree

Disagree

Disagree

Disagree

Disagree

Disagree

Agree Average 63%

Disagree Average 12%

 51%

To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?  Q9

 66%

 65%

 64%

 11%

 continues >

Percentage of respondents who agree (strongly agree or tend to agree)  
or disagree (strongly disagree or tend to disagree).
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11%

 9%

 11%
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Issues of right and wrong are discussed in staff meetings

To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?  Q9

Figure 5   continued

Percentage of respondents who agree (strongly agree or tend to agree)  
or disagree (strongly disagree or tend to disagree).
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SWI
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GER
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 58%
14%

51%

 51%

 46%
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 27%

*
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Disagree

Disagree

Disagree

Disagree

Disagree

Disagree

Disagree

Disagree

Agree Average 52%

Disagree Average 20%

 45%

 58%

 52%

 20%

 19%

 21%

 54%
Younger employees   
aged 18-34 are more 
likely to say that issues 
of right and wrong 
are discussed in staff 
meetings compared 
to their mid-career 
colleagues aged 35-
54 (54% compared to 
50%). 

Employees in the 
private sector are 
more likely to agree 
that their organisation 
acts responsibly in all 
its business dealings 
with stakeholders 
(72% compared to 
67% in the public/third 
sector).

Respondents 
employed in SMEs are 
more likely to agree 
that their organisation 
acts responsibly in all 
its business dealings 
with stakeholders 
(72% compared to 
67% of employees in 
large organisations).

PUBLIC
PRIVATE

Trends over time
Employee perception of stakeholder engagement over time follows a similar 
pattern to the results for how often honesty is practised within organisations. 
%MPLOYEES��VIEWS�ON�THEIR�ORGANISATION�S�ENGAGEMENT�WITH�STAKEHOLDERS�HAVE�
improved again in 2018, after a dip in 2015. However, in some cases the current 
lGURES�HAVE�NOT�YET�REACHED�THE�POSITIVE�LEVELS�REGISTERED�IN�������4HE�5+�
REPRESENTS�A�SIGNIlCANT�EXCEPTION�IN�THIS�CASE��REGISTERING�A�NEGATIVE�TREND�FOR�ALL�
three indicators of engagement with stakeholders. The change in methodology 
OUTLINED�IN�!PPENDIX����HOWEVER��MIGHT�PARTIALLY�ACCOUNT�FOR�THESE�RESULTS��
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My organisation acts responsibly in all its business dealings  
(with customers, clients, suppliers, etc.)

My organisation lives up to its stated policy of social responsibility

To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?  Q9

Figure 6   Perceptions of engagement with internal and external 
stakeholders by country and over time 
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 continues >

Percentage of respondents who agree (strongly agree or tend to agree). 
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Figure 6   continued

Issues of right and wrong are discussed in staff meetings

To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?  Q9
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–

Percentage of respondents who agree (strongly agree or tend to agree). 
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Theme 2: Identifying ethical risks
The consequences that unethical behaviour can have on a business are well 
known. Hardly a week goes by without some reference to a major illegal act 
or unethical lapse in business practice. Organisations are encouraged to be 
constantly vigilant to protect themselves against this risk. 

How can an organisation insure itself against the risk of losing its reputation 
and the trust of its customers and suppliers? There are no quick or easy 
answers to this question. But there are practical, preventative measures that any 
organisation can take to minimise the risk of corporate irresponsibility and its 
consequences.

There are practical, 
preventative 
measures that any 
organisation can 
take to minimise the 
risk of corporate 
irresponsibility and 
its consequences 

‘‘

?
?

Ethical risk
The concept of ethical risk refers to the negative consequences of 
UNEXPECTED�ETHICAL�LAPSES�WITHIN�AN�ORGANISATION��,EON�VAN�6UUREN��
%XECUTIVE�$IRECTOR�OF�4HE�%THICS�)NSTITUTE��4%)	��3OUTH�!FRICA�AND�AUTHOR�OF�
%THICS�2ISK�(ANDBOOK��EXPLAINS�THAT�“ethics risk is a dimension of risk in 
the same way that legal, operational, IT, finance and HR risks are. As the 
non-management of ethics risks could give rise to as many, if not more, 
reputational and financial costs for an organisation as any other type of 
risk, it warrants equal attention. As such, ethics risk is a component of the 
broader organisational risk framework. The risk management processes 
of an organisation are also highly dependent on the ethical culture of the 
organisation to enable effective risk management.” 17 

Did you know?

17   TEI (2016) Ethics Risk Handbook
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30% of European 
employees have 
been aware of 
unethical behaviour 
at work

‘‘
4HIS�SURVEY�FOCUSES�ON�TWO�@RED�mAGS��THAT�INDICATE�AN�INCREASED�RISK�OF�ETHICAL�
LAPSES��EMPLOYEES��AWARENESS�OF�MISCONDUCT�IN�THE�WORKPLACE�AND�POTENTIAL�
PRESSURE�ON�EMPLOYEES�TO�COMPROMISE�THEIR�ORGANISATION�S�ETHICAL�STANDARDS��

How common is unethical behaviour?
The effects of widespread misconduct on the workplace can be very 
serious. There is a direct negative impact that follows from the unethical act 
itself, affecting the people involved and, potentially, the performance of the 
ORGANISATION��(OWEVER��THERE�IS�ALSO�A�SECOND�TYPE�OF�EFFECT�THAT�SHOULDN�T�BE�
UNDERESTIMATED��PEOPLE�LEARN�BY�EXAMPLE�AND�TEND�TO�REPLICATE�THEIR�PEERS��
AND�MANAGERS��BEHAVIOUR��)F�EMPLOYEES�OBSERVE�THAT�UNETHICAL�BEHAVIOUR�IS�
commonplace in their organisation, they will think that it is acceptable as part of 
their organisational culture.

Respondents were asked to state whether, during the past year at work, they 
have been aware of any conduct by their employer or colleagues that violated 
EITHER�THE�LAW�OR�THEIR�ORGANISATION�S�ETHICAL�STANDARDS��&IGURE���ILLUSTRATES�THE�
results.

It emerges that, on average, one European employee in three (30%) have been 
AWARE�OF�UNETHICAL�BEHAVIOUR�AT�WORK��4HE�DATA�IS�OF�PARTICULAR�CONCERN�IN�3PAIN��
where this figure is 40%, although this represents an improvement compared 
WITH�THE�3PANISH�DATA�IN����������	��

Figure 7  Awareness of ethical violations by country and over time

Percentage of respondents who say yes. 


4HE�METHODOLOGY�USED�IN�THE�5+�HAS�CHANGED�n�PLEASE�SEE�!PPENDIX���FOR�DETAILS�

  
During the past year at work, have you been aware of any conduct by your 
employer or colleagues that you thought violated either the law or your 
organisation’s ethical standards?   
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Which, if any, of the following types of misconduct were you aware of?   Q4
  

People treated inappropriately/unethically 

Misreporting hours worked

Safety violations

Abusive behaviour

Bullying/harassment

Improper hiring practices  

Stealing

Fraud

Discrimination (e.g. by race, gender, age)

46%

35%

30%

29%

26%

23%

19%

14%

5%

Percentage of respondents who have been aware of types of misconduct.

Women are more likely 
than men to have been 
aware of bullying and 
harassment (28% of 
women compared to 
24% of men). Men are 
more likely than women 
to have been aware of 
safety violations (36% 
compared to 23% of 
women) and fraud 
(17% compared to 
10% of women).

Younger and  
mid-career employees 
are more likely to 
have been aware of 
misconduct than their 
older colleagues: 35% 
of those aged 18-34 
and 30% of those aged 
35-54, compared to 
only 25% of the 55+ 
group. 

Older employees 
aged 55+ (53%) are 
more likely to have 
been aware of people 
treated inappropriately/
unfairly than their 
mid-career (45%) 
and younger (43%) 
colleagues, whilst mid-
career employees 
aged 35-54 (32%)  are 
more likely to have 
been aware of abusive 
behaviour than those 
aged 18-34 (26%).

! ?
Implications of being aware of misconduct
This survey suggests that, across Europe, the awareness of  
forms of unethical conduct in the workplace is linked to:

!  More lenient attitudes to some workplace practices. Employees 
who have been aware of unethical conduct at work are more likely to 
say that a wider range of the ethically questionable workplace practices 
identified in Figure 1 are acceptable. For instance, 22% of those aware of 
misconduct say that favouring family or friends when recruiting or awarding 
contracts is acceptable, compared to 18% of respondents who were 
NOT�AWARE�OF�MISCONDUCT��3IMILARLY������OF�EMPLOYEES�WHO�WERE�AWARE�
OF�MISCONDUCT�SAY�THAT�CHARGING�PERSONAL�ENTERTAINMENT�TO�EXPENSES�IS�
ACCEPTABLE��COMPARED�TO����OF�THOSE�WHO�WEREN�T�AWARE�OF�MISCONDUCT�

Focus on...

4HE�5+�CONTINUES�TO�BE�THE�COUNTRY�WHERE�THE�PERCENTAGE�OF�EMPLOYEES�WHO�
have been aware of misconduct in the workplace is lowest, despite an increase 
compared to 2015 and 2012. 

A positive trend can be seen in Italy, with a decrease of three percentage points 
compared to 2012. France and Germany, on the other hand, appear to be on 
an upwards trend as the figure increased by four percentage points and two 
percentage points respectively compared to 2015. 

Respondents who were aware of instances of misconduct were then asked to 
specify further details, as illustrated in Figure 8. People treated inappropriately/
unethically is the most frequent type of misconduct mentioned, which is in 
line with 2015 data. This is followed by misreporting hours worked and safety 
violations.

Figure 8  Types of misconduct of which employees were aware
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Employees in the 
public/third sector  
are more likely to have 
been aware of people 
treated inappropriately/
unethically (49% 
compared to 44% 
of those in the 
private sector) 
and misreporting 
hours worked (38% 
compared to 33% 
of those in the 
private sector), whilst 
employees in the 
private sector are 
more likely to be aware 
of safety violations 
(32% compared to 
26% of those in the 
public/third sector).

Employees in large 
organisations (36%) 
are more likely to 
have been aware 
of misconduct than 
THOSE�WORKING�IN�3-%S�
(29%). People in large 
organisations are 
more likely to have 
been aware of people 
treated inappropriately/
unethically and bullying 
and harassment than 
THOSE�IN�3-%S������VS�
21%).

PUBLIC
PRIVATE

!  More negative perceptions of how frequently honesty is 
practised at work. Two thirds (66%) of employees who have been 
aware of misconduct say that honesty is practised always or frequently at 
work, whilst this figure rises to 87% among those who were not aware of 
misconduct.

!  A more negative outlook on how the organisation engages 
with its stakeholders. Employees who have been aware of misconduct 
are significantly more likely to disagree with each of the statements on 
stakeholder engagement than those who were not aware of misconduct: 
FOR�EXAMPLE������SAY�THAT�ISSUES�OF�RIGHT�AND�WRONG�ARE�NOT�DISCUSSED�IN�
team meetings (compared to 15% of those who were not aware).

!  More pressures to compromise ethics. One third (34%) of 
employees who have been aware of misconduct say that they have felt 
PRESSURED�TO�COMPROMISE�THEIR�ORGANISATION�S�ETHICAL�STANDARDS��COMPARED�
to 7% of those who were not aware of misconduct.

!  A more negative perception of the ability of managers to  
promote ethics. Employees who have been aware of misconduct are 
more likely to say that their line manager rewards employees who get 
good results, even if they use practices that are ethically questionable 
(31% compared to 26% of those who were not aware of misconduct). 
4HEY�ARE�ALSO�MORE�LIKELY�TO�DISAGREE�THAT�THEIR�LINE�MANAGER�EXPLAINS�THE�
importance of honesty and ethics at work (30% compared to 13%); sets a 
GOOD�EXAMPLE�OF�ETHICAL�BUSINESS�BEHAVIOUR������COMPARED�TO���	�AND�IS�
SUPPORTIVE�OF�THE�EMPLOYEE�IN�FOLLOWING�THE�ORGANISATION�S�ETHICAL�STANDARDS�
(23% compared to 8%). 

Are employees pressured to compromise ethics?
Another important red flag that organisations need to consider is whether 
EMPLOYEES�FEEL�PRESSURED�TO�COMPROMISE�THEIR�ORGANISATION�S�ETHICAL�STANDARDS��
!N�ORGANISATION�S�FORMAL�COMMITMENT�TO�ETHICAL�VALUES�CAN�BE�EASILY� 
UNDERMINED�BY�A�MANAGER�SUGGESTING�THAT�@IT�DOESN�T�MATTER�HOW�IT�GETS�DONE�
AS�LONG�AS�IT�GETS�DONE��OR�CONVINCING�EMPLOYEES�THAT�@EVERYBODY�DOES�IT�AND�IT�
IS�PART�OF�THE�CULTURE��

On average, 16% of respondents in Europe say that they have felt some form 
OF�PRESSURE�TO�COMPROMISE�THEIR�ORGANISATION�S�ETHICAL�STANDARDS��4HE�COUNTRIES�
where these pressures are most severe are Portugal (22%) and France (20%), 
WHILST�IT�SEEMS�TO�BE�LESS�PROBLEMATIC�IN�)RELAND�����	��3PAIN�AND�THE�5+� 
(both 12%). 

Figure 9 illustrates the sources of employee pressure. Time pressure is by far the 
most common reason for employees to act unethically. It is followed by following 
MY�BOSS�S�ORDERS��WHICH�HIGHLIGHTS�THE�IMPORTANT�ROLE�OF�MANAGERS�IN�PROMOTING�
and supporting an ethical culture. 
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It is worth noting that only a small proportion of employees opted for wanting to 
help the organisation perform better, illustrating that the majority of employees 
DO�NOT�SEE�CUTTING�CORNERS�AS�A�WAY�OF�IMPROVING�PERFORMANCE��3IMILARLY��ONLY�A�
small percentage of respondents say their organisation has an unethical culture. 

Figure 9  Types of pressure to compromise ethical standards

Younger employees   
aged 18-34 (20%) 
are more likely than 
their older colleagues 
aged 55+ (15%) and 
mid-career employees 
aged 35-54 (14%) to 
have felt pressured 
to compromise their 
ethical standards.  

Employees in the 
public/third sector 
are more likely to 
have felt pressured 
to compromise their 
ethical standards (18% 
compared to 15% in 
the private sector). 

PUBLIC
PRIVATE

Trends over time
Results show that pressure to compromise ethical standards has risen in all 
of the countries for which historical data is available (+6 percentage points in 
&RANCE����PP�IN�'ERMANY����PP�IN�)TALY����PP�IN�THE�5+	�WITH�THE�EXCEPTION�OF�
3PAIN�WHERE�THE�PERCENTAGES�REMAINED�UNCHANGED�

Figure 10 highlights some trends in the sources of pressure felt by employees. 
They show that, overall, employees have felt more time pressure and were 
ASKED�TO�TAKE�SHORTCUTS�MORE�OFTEN�THAN�THREE�YEARS�AGO��3IMILARLY��THEY�ARE�
MORE�LIKELY�TO�HAVE�FELT�PRESSURE�TO�COMPROMISE�THEIR�ORGANISATION�S�ETHICAL�
standards in order to be a team player or save their job.

Which of the following, if any, were the main pressures on you to act unethically?   Q11
  

Time pressure

I was following my boss’s orders

We were under-resourced

I had to meet unrealistic business 
objectives/deadlines

I was being asked to take shortcuts

I was trying to save my job

I felt peer pressure to be a team player  

There were financial/budgeting  
pressures at the company

My organisation has an unethical culture

I wanted to help the organisation  
perform better 

34%

29%

27%

23%

17%

16%

16%

15%

11%

11%

Percentage of respondents who have felt pressure.
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Overall, employees 
have felt more 
time pressure and 
were asked to take 
shortcuts more often 
than three years ago

‘‘

Figure 10   Sources of pressure to compromise ethical standards over 
time and by country

Which of the following, if any, were the main pressures on you to act unethically? Q11
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Figure 10  continued

Which of the following, if any, were the main pressures on you to act unethically? Q11

Percentage of respondents who have felt pressure.

4HE�METHODOLOGY�USED�IN�THE�5+�HAS�CHANGED�n�PLEASE�SEE�!PPENDIX���FOR�DETAILS�

! ?
Implications of pressures to compromise  
ethical standards
This survey suggests that, across Europe, the presence of pressure to 
COMPROMISE�THE�ORGANISATION�S�ETHICAL�STANDARDS�IS�LINKED�TO�

!  More lenient attitudes to some workplace practices. Employees 
who have felt pressured to compromise ethics are more likely to say that 
seven of the nine ethically questionable workplace practices identified 

Focus on...
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! ?Focus on... continued

in Figure 1 are acceptable. For instance, 27% of employees who felt 
pressured to compromise ethics say that favouring friends and family when 
recruiting or awarding contracts is acceptable, compared to 18% of those 
WHO�HAVE�NOT�FELT�PRESSURED��3IMILARLY������OF�THOSE�WHO�FELT�PRESSURED�TO�
COMPROMISE�ETHICS�SAY�THAT�CHARGING�PERSONAL�ENTERTAINMENT�TO�EXPENSES�IS�
acceptable, compared to 7% of those who have not felt pressured. 

!  More negative perceptions of how frequently honesty is 
practised at work. 69% of employees who have felt pressured to 
compromise ethics say that honesty is practised always or frequently at 
work, whilst this figure rises to 81% among those who have not felt those 
pressures.

!  A more negative outlook on how the organisation engages with 
its stakeholders. Employees who have felt pressured to compromise 
ethical standards are significantly more likely to disagree with each of the 
statements on stakeholder engagement than those who have not felt 
pressured: 27% say that issues of right and wrong are not discussed in 
team meetings (compared to 19% of those who have not felt pressured); 
25% say that their organisation does not live up to its stated policy of social 
responsibility (compared with 8% of those who have not felt pressured) and 
21% do not agree that their organisation acts responsibly in all its business 
dealings with stakeholders (compared to 6% of those who have not felt 
pressured).

!  Increased awareness of misconduct at work. 65% of employees 
who have felt pressured to compromise ethical standards also report that 
they were aware of instances of misconduct at work, whilst among those 
who have not felt pressured this figure decreases to 23%.

!  A more negative perception of the ability of managers to promote 
ethics. 38% of employees who have felt pressured to compromise their 
ethical standards agree that their line manager rewards employees who 
get good results, even if they are achieved through ethically questionable 
practices, compared to 26% of those who have not felt these pressures. 
4HEY�ARE�ALSO�MORE�LIKELY�TO�DISAGREE�THAT�THEIR�LINE�MANAGER�EXPLAINS�THE�
importance of honesty and ethics at work (31% compared to 16%); sets a 
GOOD�EXAMPLE�OF�ETHICS������COMPARED�TO����	�AND�SUPPORTS�EMPLOYEES�
IN�FOLLOWING�THE�ORGANISATION�S�ETHICAL�STANDARDS������COMPARED�TO����	�

Theme 3: Supporting ethics at work
The third theme covered in this chapter focuses on the tools that organisations 
can put in place to promote and support ethics at work. The IBE describes the 
process of building an ethical culture in business as a journey that starts with an 
ORGANISATION�S�ETHICAL�VALUES��SEE�&IGURE���	��6ALUES�CAN�BE�SEEN�AS�THE�COMPASS�
THAT�GUIDES�BEHAVIOUR��4HEY�ARE�USUALLY�EXPRESSED�THROUGH�A�CODE�OF�ETHICS��OR�
similar document) that provides guidance to employees on how the core values 
of the business are applied in practice. If values are the compass, a code is the 
map that guides employees in their daily decision-making. 
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A comprehensive ethics programme provides the additional tools that 
organisations are advised to develop to make sure their core values are 
effectively embedded and implemented. These tools include appropriate 
communication campaigns; regular training; resources that encourage an open 
and supportive environment – including frameworks for making decisions and 
speaking up – and monitoring processes. 

Figure 11  The IBE Business Ethics Framework
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What percentage of organisations provide an ethics 
programme?
Respondents were asked whether their organisation offers the following building 
blocks of a formal ethics programme:

s� �!�CODE�OF�ETHICS�OR�SIMILAR�DOCUMENT��WRITTEN�STANDARDS�OF�ETHICAL�BUSINESS�
conduct that provide guidelines for my job)

s� �!�@3PEAK�5P�LINE��TO�REPORT�MISCONDUCT��A�MEANS�OF�REPORTING�MISCONDUCT�
confidentially, without giving my name or other information that could easily 
identify me)

s� �!N�@!DVICE�LINE��TO�ASK�FOR�ADVICE�OR�INFORMATION��ADVICE�OR�AN�INFORMATION�
helpline where I can get advice about behaving ethically at work)

s� %THICS�TRAINING��TRAINING�ON�STANDARDS�OF�ETHICAL�CONDUCT	�

On average, 21% of respondents say that their organisation offers none of 
the building blocks of an ethics programme listed above, whilst 19% say their 
organisation offers all of them. 

Results show that the majority of employees know that their organisation has 
written guidance on ethics. However, the other indicators of an effective ethics 
programme seem to be lagging behind. More than half of respondents in Europe 
are not aware that their organisation offers training on standards of ethical 
conduct or advice or an information helpline on ethics (see Figure 12).

Figure 12   Employee awareness of the building blocks of a formal  
ethics programme 

21% of respondents 
say that their 
organisation offers 
none of the building 
blocks of an ethics 
programme while 
19% say their 
organisation offers 
all of them

‘‘

    Yes        No        

31%

41%

51%

54%

59%

43%

39%

33%

Please indicate whether each of the following statements apply to your 
organisation or not.   

Q8

Percentage of respondents who say yes or no.

My organisation has written  
standards of ethical business conduct 

that provide guidelines for my job

My organisation provides employees  
with a means of reporting  
misconduct confidentially

My organisation provides training on 
standards of ethical conduct 

My organisation offers advice or an 
information helpline where I can get 

advice about behaving ethically at work

&IGURE����ILLUSTRATES�EMPLOYEES��AWARENESS�OF�THE�ELEMENTS�OF�AN�ETHICS�
PROGRAMME��BY�COUNTRY��4HE�5+�IS�THE�ONLY�COUNTRY�AMONG�THOSE�ANALYSED�
where more than half of respondents report that their organisation offers each 
of the four elements. Respondents in Ireland are also more aware than average 
of each of the four elements. Conversely, respondents in Germany and France 
report less awareness than average of each of them.
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Figure 13   Employee awareness of the building blocks of a formal ethics 
programme by country 

Please indicate whether each of the following statements apply to your 
organisation or not.   

Q8
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My organisation has written standards of ethical business conduct that 
provide guidelines for my job         

My organisation provides employees with a means of reporting 
misconduct confidentially

My organisation provides training on standards of ethical conduct

My organisation offers advice or an information helpline where I can get 
advice about behaving ethically at work

Percentage of respondents who say yes.

Men are more 
aware than women 
of each of the four 
building blocks of an 
ethics programme. 
For instance, 46% 
are aware that 
their organisation 
provides employees 
with a means of 
reporting misconduct 
confidentially compared 
to 39% of women. 

Younger employees 
aged 18-34 are more 
aware of each of the 
four building blocks of 
an ethics programme 
than older (aged 55+) 
and mid-career (aged 
35-54) employees. 
For instance, 48% of 
younger employees 
are aware that 
their organisation 
provides employees 
with a means of 
reporting misconduct 
confidentially, compared 
to 42% of mid-career 
and 36% of older 
employees.59433933Average % 
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Employees in the 
public/third sector 
are more aware of 
each of the four 
building blocks of an 
ethics programme 
than employees in 
the private sector. 
For instance, 66% 
of employees in the 
public/third sector 
are aware of written 
standards of ethical 
business conduct that 
provide guidelines for 
their job compared 
to 56% in the private 
sector.

Employees in large 
organisations tend 
to be more aware 
of each of the four 
building blocks of an 
ethics programme 
THAN�THOSE�IN�3-%S��
For instance, 52% of 
employees in large 
organisations are aware 
that their organisation 
provides employees 
with a means of 
reporting misconduct 
confidentially compared 
TO�����IN�3-%S�����������������������������������

PUBLIC
PRIVATE

Trends over time
Comparison with previous Ethics at Work SURVEYS�SHOWS�MIXED�RESULTS��/N�
average, the proportion of employees who are aware of their organisations 
providing each of the four elements of an ethics programme has not decreased. 
7ITH�THE�IMPORTANT�EXCEPTION�OF�THE�5+��EMPLOYEES�IN�EACH�OF�THE�OTHER�
countries surveyed seem to be more aware of each of the elements compared 
TO�������(OWEVER��THE�CHANGE�IN�5+�METHODOLOGY�MIGHT�PARTIALLY�ACCOUNT�FOR�
this result. 

)T�IS�WORTH�NOTING�THAT�EMPLOYEES��AWARENESS�OF�THEIR�ORGANISATION�PROVIDING�
employees with a means of reporting misconduct confidentially in France, 
Germany and Italy seems to be on an upward trend. In particular, employees 
in Germany have reported an increasingly high awareness of each of the four 
building blocks of an ethics programme since 2012, when they were asked this 
question for the first time. 

Figure 14   Employee awareness of the building blocks of a formal  
ethics programme by country and over time

Percentage of respondents who say yes.

4HE�METHODOLOGY�USED�IN�THE�5+�HAS�CHANGED�n�PLEASE�SEE�!PPENDIX���FOR�DETAILS�
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Figure 14  continued

Percentage of respondents who say yes.

4HE�METHODOLOGY�USED�IN�THE�5+�HAS�CHANGED�n�PLEASE�SEE�!PPENDIX���FOR�DETAILS�

Please indicate whether each of the following statements apply to your 
organisation or not.
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My organisation provides training on standards of ethical conduct
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Figure 14  continued

Percentage of respondents who say yes.

4HE�METHODOLOGY�USED�IN�THE�5+�HAS�CHANGED�n�PLEASE�SEE�!PPENDIX���FOR�DETAILS�

Please indicate whether each of the following statements apply to your 
organisation or not.

Q8

! ?
The impact of providing formal support for ethics in  
the workplace
This survey shows that employers with a comprehensive ethics programme 
(all four building blocks) are more likely to see:

 More positive perceptions of how frequently honesty is 
practised at work. 86% of employees with an ethics programme say 
that honesty is practised always or frequently at work, whilst only 74% of 
employees in organisations without an ethics programme say the same.

 A more positive outlook on how the organisation engages with 
its stakeholders. Employees in organisations with an ethics programme 
are significantly more likely to agree with each of the statements on 
stakeholder engagement than those whose organisation does not have an 
ethics programme: 75% say that issues of right and wrong are discussed 
in team meetings (compared to 32% of those whose organisation does 
not have an ethics programme); 85% say that their organisation lives up 
to its stated policy of social responsibility (compared with 44% of those 
in organisations without an ethics programme) and 86% agree that their 
organisation acts responsibly in all its business dealings with stakeholders 
(compared to 57% of those who do not have an ethics programme 
provided).

Focus on...
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! ?Focus on... continued

 Decreased awareness of misconduct at work. On average, 27% of 
employees in organisations with an ethics programme have been aware of 
instances of misconduct at work. This figure rises to 31% of employees in 
organisations that do not have an ethics programme.

 Increased willingness to speak up about misconduct. Employees 
in organisations with an ethics programme are more likely to report 
misconduct: 73% of respondents in this group said they did so, compared 
to 42% of employees in organisations that do not provide an ethics 
programme.

72% of those who reported misconduct in organisations with an ethics 
programme are satisfied with the outcome, whilst this figure decreases to 
28% of those who do not have an ethics programme provided.

?  A more positive perception of the ability of managers to promote 
ethics, but also increased concerns that results are rewarded 
without considering how they have been achieved. Employees 
in organisations with an ethics programme are more likely than those 
IN�ORGANISATIONS�WITHOUT�TO�AGREE�THAT�THEIR�LINE�MANAGER�EXPLAINS�THE�
importance of honesty and ethics at work (79% compared to 32%); sets 
A�GOOD�EXAMPLE�OF�ETHICAL�BUSINESS�BEHAVIOUR������COMPARED�TO����	�
AND�SUPPORTS�EMPLOYEES�IN�FOLLOWING�THE�ORGANISATION�S�STANDARDS�OF�
ethical behaviour (84% compared to 34%). However, 45% of employees 
in organisations with an ethics programme agree that their line manager 
rewards employees who get good results, even if they are achieved 
through ethically questionable practices, compared to only 19% of those in 
organisations that do not have an ethics programme.

72% of those who 
reported misconduct 
in organisations 
with an ethics 
programme are 
satisfied with 
the outcome as 
opposed to 28% 
in organisations 
without an ethics 
programme 

‘‘

23% of respondents 
say their organisation 
provides incentives 
to encourage 
employees to live up 
to ethical standards

‘‘
How do employers incentivise ethical behaviour?
In order to enhance the effectiveness of an ethics programme, it is important 
that organisations support the building blocks presented in the section above 
with other types of incentive aimed at ensuring that ethics is embedded in 
EVERY�ASPECT�OF�AN�EMPLOYEE�S�DAILY�WORK��2ESPONDENTS�IN�%UROPE�WERE�ASKED�
whether their organisation provides incentives to employees to encourage them 
TO�LIVE�UP�TO�THE�ORGANISATION�S�ETHICAL�STANDARDS��

Less than a quarter (23%) of employees in Europe say that their organisation 
provides this type of incentives. This is considerably lower in Ireland (13%) and 
)TALY�����	��WHILST�IT�RISES�TO�����IN�3WITZERLAND�AND�'ERMANY��SEE�&IGURE���	��
However, it is worth noting that employees seem to be, on average, more aware 
OF�THESE�TYPES�OF�INCENTIVES�ACROSS�%UROPE�SINCE�������4HE�5+�REPRESENTS�THE�
EXCEPTION��BUT�THE�CHANGE�OF�METHODOLOGY�MIGHT�PARTIALLY�ACCOUNT�FOR�THE�RESULT�
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The most common 
incentive is including 
ethics in annual 
appraisals or 
performance reviews

‘‘
  

Does your organisation provide incentives to employees to encourage them 
to live up to the organisation’s ethical standards?  

Q12
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Figure 15   Employee awareness of incentives to live up to ethical 
standards by country

Percentage of respondents who say yes.

4HE�METHODOLOGY�USED�IN�THE�5+�HAS�CHANGED�n�PLEASE�SEE�!PPENDIX���FOR�DETAILS�

2018 Average 23%

24%

 25%

Respondents who indicated that their organisation does offer incentives 
to encourage ethical behaviour were also asked for additional information 
regarding the type of incentives offered (see Figure 16). In line with 2015 
results, the most common incentive is including ethics in annual appraisals or 
performance reviews. This is the case in all countries surveyed.

Figure 16  Prominence of types of incentives

  
Which of the following incentives, if any, does your organisation provide to 
encourage employees to live up to its ethical standards?

Q13

Percentage of respondents who say yes.

It is part of our annual appraisal/review

It is taken into account in assessing  
bonus payments

Public commendation  
(e.g. employee awards)

Salary increases

45%

29%

25%

20%

Men (25%) are more 
aware of incentives than 
women (21%). 

Younger employees 
aged 18-34 (31%) 
are more aware of 
incentives than older 
colleagues aged 55+ 
(20%) and mid-career 
employees aged 35-54 
(20%). 

Those in the private 
sector (64%) are more 
likely to say that their 
organisation does not 
provide incentives than 
those in the public/
third sector (61%).

PUBLIC
PRIVATE

 29%2018

–
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! ?
The impact of providing incentives to encourage  
ethical behaviour
This survey shows that in some instances there might be a gap between 
the objective that an organisation is trying to achieve through its incentive 
scheme and the practical impact of the incentives offered to employees. 
Providing incentives is linked to:

 More positive perceptions of how frequently honesty is 
practised at work. Employees in organisations that provide incentives are 
more likely to say that honesty is practised always or frequently (84%) than 
those in organisations that do not provide such incentives (76%).

 A more positive outlook on how the organisation engages 
with its stakeholders. Employees in organisations with incentives 
are significantly more likely to agree with each of the statements on 
STAKEHOLDER�ENGAGEMENT�THAN�THOSE�WITHOUT�SUCH�INCENTIVES��&OR�EXAMPLE��
83% say that their organisation lives up to its stated policy of social 
responsibility, compared with 56% of those in organisations that do not 
provide incentives.

 Increased willingness to speak up about misconduct. Employees 
in organisations with incentives are more likely to have spoken up about 
their concerns (75%) than those in organisations without incentives (48%). 

79% of those who reported misconduct in organisations with incentives are 
satisfied with the outcome, whilst this figure decreases to 36% amongst 
those in organisations without incentives.

?  A more positive perception of the ability of managers to promote 
ethics but also increased concerns that results are rewarded 
without considering how they have been achieved. Employees in 
organisations with incentives were more likely than those in organisations 
WITHOUT�INCENTIVES�TO�HAVE�A�POSITIVE�VIEW�OF�THEIR�LINE�MANAGER�S�APPROACH�
TO�ETHICS��&OR�EXAMPLE������AGREE�THAT�THEIR�LINE�MANAGER�EXPLAINS�THE�
importance of honesty and ethics in the work they do, compared to 46% 
of respondents in organisations without incentives. However, 49% of 
employees in organisations with incentives agreed that their line manager 
rewards employees who get good results, even if they are achieved 
through ethically questionable practices, compared to only 21% of those in 
organisations that do not provide incentives.

!  More lenient attitudes to some practices in the workplace. 
Employees in organisations with incentives are more likely to think that 
seven of the nine ethically questionable workplace practices identified in 
&IGURE���ARE�ACCEPTABLE��&OR�EXAMPLE������OF�EMPLOYEES�IN�ORGANISATIONS�
with incentives find favouring family and friends when recruiting or awarding 
contracts acceptable, compared to 17% of employees in organisations 
without incentives. 

!  More pressure to compromise ethics. Employees in organisations 
that provide incentives are more likely than those in organisations that do 
not provide incentives to have felt pressured to compromise their ethical 
standards (22% vs 15%).

Focus on...
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2
Spotlight Issues
Issue 1: Speaking up
The freedom to raise concerns is a core component of an open and 
supportive ethical business culture, where employees are confident that they 
will be supported to do the right thing. IBE research shows that most global 
organisations provide mechanisms to support those who wish to speak up, 
raise concerns or ask questions when unsure about what course of action to 
take. 18�3PEAK�5P�ARRANGEMENTS�ARE�AN�ELEMENT�OF�GOOD�GOVERNANCE�AND�CAN�
act as an early warning system for potential risks. 

?
?

Did you know?
Speaking Up or Whistleblowing?

The terms ‘whistleblowing’ or ‘Speak Up’ are often used interchangeably 
and can cover disclosure of a wide range of legal and ethical issues.

The term whistleblowing originates from when a pit whistle was blown at 
times of an accident in a mine. […] It implies letting everyone know there 
is a problem by creating a noise or disturbance because something bad 
has happened. […] In recent years, the connotation of whistleblowing has 
come to mean disclosing concerns outside an organisation, usually by 
informing the media or a regulator.

The IBE differentiates between whistleblowing and speaking up. ‘Blowing 
the whistle’ externally may be considered a last resort, occurring when 
concerns have not been listened to or acted upon internally. Speaking 
up implies raising a concern internally so that it can remedied, hopefully 
before it becomes a bigger problem.

The IBE prefers the term Speak Up as it has more positive and 
constructive connotations for organisations wishing to encourage 
employees to raise concerns. 19 

The 30% of respondents in Europe who have been aware of misconduct in the 
workplace were asked whether they raised – or decided to speak up about – 
any of their concerns directly to management, to another appropriate person or 
through any other mechanism. On average, only 54% did so, while 43% did not.

Results show that in each country surveyed just under half or more of those 
who have been aware of misconduct decided to report their concerns, which 
REPRESENTS�AN�IMPROVEMENT�COMPARED�TO�������%MPLOYEES�IN�THE�5+�ARE�MORE�
likely to have reported misconduct than those in any other country (67%) whilst 
respondents in Portugal are least likely to have done so (49%). 

Those respondents who said they had not raised their concerns about 
misconduct were asked an additional question to assess what they considered 
to be the barriers to speaking up. 

43% of respondents 
who have been 
aware of misconduct 
in the workplace 
did not speak up or 
raise their concerns

‘‘

18   IBE (2017) Corporate Ethics Policies and Programmes: 2016 UK and Continental Europe survey
19   IBE (2017) Encouraging a Speak Up Culture
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Figure 17   Employees raising concerns about misconduct by country 
and over time 

The most common 
reasons that 
respondents did 
not raise concerns 
about misconduct 
were because they 
did not believe 
corrective action 
would be taken or 
that they felt it might 
jeopardise their job

‘‘

  

Did you raise or speak up about any of your concerns with management, 
another appropriate person, or through any other mechanism? 

Q5

Which of the following, if any, influenced your decision not to raise or speak 
up about your concerns?

Q7

Percentage of respondents who say yes.

4HE�METHODOLOGY�USED�IN�THE�5+�HAS�CHANGED�n�PLEASE�SEE�!PPENDIX���FOR�DETAILS�
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The most prominent reasons given by employees in Europe for not raising their 
concerns were that they did not believe that corrective action would be taken 
(28%), closely followed by they felt they might jeopardise their job (27%).

Figure 18   Reasons why employees did not raise concerns about 
misconduct

I did not believe that corrective action  
would be taken

I felt I might jeopardise my job

I felt it was none of my business

I did not want to be seen as a troublemaker  
by management

I felt I might alienate myself from  
my colleagues

I thought that they already knew about it

I didn’t think it was a serious issue  
at the time 

I did not know who to contact

I thought that it was common practice

I thought it would be raised by  
someone else 
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It is clear that employees are concerned about the impact of speaking up 
and, in particular, whether their situation would improve as a result of doing 
so. Reporting concerns can require courage, particularly in an unsupportive 
ENVIRONMENT��%MPLOYEES�WON�T�TAKE�THE�RISK�IF�THEY�BELIEVE�THAT�NOTHING�WILL�BE�
done about it. 

4O�UNDERSTAND�WHETHER�EMPLOYEES��CONCERNS�ARE�JUSTIlED��RESPONDENTS�WHO�
had raised concerns were asked whether they were satisfied with the outcome 
of doing so. On average, just over half of respondents (51%) are satisfied with 
THEIR�ORGANISATION�S�RESPONSE�TO�THEM�SPEAKING�UP��!S�&IGURE����HIGHLIGHTS��THE�
SITUATION�IS�PARTICULARLY�WORRYING�IN�&RANCE�����	��3WITZERLAND�����	�AND�)RELAND�
(40%) where fewer than half of respondents report satisfaction with the outcome 
of speaking up. 

Figure 19   Employee satisfaction with the outcome of speaking up  
by country

51% of respondents 
are satisfied with 
their organisation’s 
response to their 
raising a concern

‘‘

Only 53% of 
employees in 
Europe believe that 
their organisation 
disciplines 
employees who 
violate ethical 
standards

‘‘

After raising or speaking up about your concerns, how satisfied or dissatisfied 
were you with the outcome?

Q6

Percentage of respondents who are satisfied (very or fairly satisfied)
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Another important indicator that shows whether employees think that their 
organisation is taking ethical misconduct seriously is the action taken against 
EMPLOYEES�WHO�VIOLATE�THE�ORGANISATION�S�ETHICAL�STANDARDS��

Many organisations highlight the consequences of violations of ethical 
standards in their code of ethics. However, far fewer organisations publish data 
EXTERNALLY�ON�ETHICAL�BREACHES�AND�DISCIPLINARY�ACTIONS�INCLUDING�DISMISSALS��
3EPARATE�RESEARCH�CONDUCTED�IN������BY�THE�)"%�SHOWS�THAT�ONLY����&43%�����
companies include this type of information in their sustainability or corporate 
responsibility report. Three of these 16 companies reported that no material 
breaches of the code of conduct were reported during the previous year, which 
might raise questions on the ability of the organisation to recognise breaches 
and act on them. 
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What do organisations say?
“In the year to 31 December 2017, 183 instances of suspected improper 
conduct contrary to the SoBC [Standards of Business Conduct] were 
reported to the committee (2016: 174) (excluding RAI [Reynolds American 
Incorporated] companies). 
Of the instances reported (excluding RAI companies), 78 were established 
as breaches and appropriate action taken (2016: 77). In 75 cases, an 
investigation found no wrongdoing (2016: 65). In 30 cases, the investigation 
continued at the year-end (2016: 32), including investigation, through 
external legal advisers, of allegations of misconduct.”

British American Tobacco (2017) Annual Report

“No material breaches of our business conduct/code of ethics policy were 
recorded in 2017. However, some minor incidents relating to employee 
conduct, such as theft or misuse of the Group’s property, did occur and 
were dealt with during the normal course of business using Group HR 
policies and procedures. In the reporting year 13 (2016: 16) calls/letters 
were received through our confidential whistleblowing process, ‘Speak Up’, 
none of which related to any issues of material concern.”

"UNZL������	 Annual Report

Ethics in practice

The IBE survey shows that only a small majority of employees in Europe 
(53%) believe that their organisation disciplines employees who violate ethical 
standards. Figure 20 illustrates the breakdown by country.

Figure 20   Perceptions of enforcement of ethical standards by country 
and over time

To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following 
statements? - My organisation disciplines employees who violate my 
organisation’s ethical standards. 

Q9

Percentage of respondents who agree (strongly agree or agree).

4HE�METHODOLOGY�USED�IN�THE�5+�HAS�CHANGED�n�PLEASE�SEE�!PPENDIX���FOR�DETAILS�
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Men (56%) are more 
likely to say that their 
organisation disciplines 
employees who violate 
ethical standards than 
women (49%). 

Among those who 
raised their concerns, 
mid-career 
employees aged 35-
54 (50%) and older 
employees aged 55+ 
(52%) are more likely 
to say that they are 
dissatisfied with the 
outcome than younger 
colleagues aged 18-34 
(40%). 

Among those who 
raised their concerns, 
employees in SMEs 
(56%) are more likely 
to say that they are 
satisfied with the 
outcome than those 
in large organisations 
(46%). Employees in 
large organisations 
(56%) are more 
likely to say that the 
organisation disciplines 
those who violate 
ethical standards 
compared to those in 
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Issue 2: Ethical management
The attitudes and behaviours of managers within organisations is a topic of 
SIGNIlCANT�FOCUS�AND�CONCERN�FOR�ORGANISATIONS��4HE�TERM�@MANAGER��APPLIES�
to different groups and encompasses diverse roles in different organisations. 
However, the role that managers play in promoting ethics and embedding the 
ORGANISATION�S�CORE�VALUES�IN�THE�CORPORATE�CULTURE�IS�A�CRUCIAL�ONE��4HEIR�ROLE�IS�
particularly critical because managers are generally positioned between those 
on the front line and senior leadership. While this means they can help bridge 
the gap between the top and the bottom of the organisation, this position is not 
without its risks. Managers are often under pressure from both those above and 
BELOW�THEM��AND�THIS�CAN�ENCOURAGE�THEM�TO�@CUT�ETHICAL�CORNERS��TO�ACHIEVE�
results. The nature of their role is such that they are often looked at as role 
models by their team, which means they can significantly influence perceptions 
and behaviour in their organisation.

This report analyses the attitudes of managers to business ethics through two 
DIFFERENT�LENSES��MANAGERS��lRSTHAND�VIEWS�AND�THE�PERCEPTIONS�THAT�EMPLOYEES�
have of their managers. 

4HIS�SURVEY�USES�FOUR�INDICATORS�TO�GAUGE�EMPLOYEE�PERCEPTION�OF�MANAGERS��
attitudes towards ethics. These are whether managers are seen to set a good 
EXAMPLE�OF�ETHICAL�BUSINESS�BEHAVIOUR��SUPPORT�EMPLOYEES�IN�FOLLOWING�THEIR�
ORGANISATION�S�STANDARDS�OF�ETHICAL�BEHAVIOUR��EXPLAIN�THE�IMPORTANCE�OF�HONESTY�
and ethics at work and, conversely, reward employees who get good results, 
even if they use practices that are ethically questionable. 

Most respondents in Europe are positive about the behaviour of their line 
MANAGER��PARTICULARLY�CONCERNING�THEIR�ABILITY�TO�SET�A�GOOD�EXAMPLE�OF�ETHICAL�
behaviour. However, a quarter (27%) believe that their line manager rewards 
employees who get good results, even if they use practices that are ethically 
QUESTIONABLE��SEE�&IGURE���	��)N�OTHER�WORDS��THEY�PRIORITISE�@WHAT��IS�ACHIEVED�
OVER�@HOW��IT�IS�DONE��4HIS�lGURE�RISES�TO�A�THIRD�����	�IN�THE�5+�

Figure 21  Perceptions of management behaviour

Managers are often 
under pressure 
from both those 
above and below 
them, and this can 
encourage them to 
‘cut ethical corners’ 
to achieve results

‘‘

To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?Q9

Percentage of respondents who agree (strongly agree or agree).
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My line manager supports me in  
following my organisation’s standards of 
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My line manager explains the importance  
of honesty and ethics in the work we do

My line manager rewards employees 
who get good results, even if they use 

practices that are ethically questionable
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The country breakdown, illustrated in Figure 22, shows that managers are 
CONSIDERED�TO�SET�A�PARTICULARLY�POSITIVE�EXAMPLE�IN�)RELAND�AND�3WITZERLAND��
WHERE�EMPLOYEES��VIEWS�ARE�MORE�POSITIVE�THAN�AVERAGE�FOR�EACH�ISSUE��

Figure 22  Perceptions of management behaviour by country 

To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?   Q9

Overall, my line manager sets a good example of ethical business behaviour        

My line manager supports me in following my organisation’s standards of  
ethical behaviour

My line manager explains the importance of honesty and ethics in the work we do

My line manager rewards employees who get good results, even if they use 
practices that are ethically questionable

Percentage of respondents who agree (strongly agree or agree).
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Men (28%) are more 
likely than women 
(25%) to say that their 
line manager rewards 
good results, even 
if they use practices 
that are ethically 
questionable. 

Younger employees 
aged 18-34 are the 
most likely to say 
that good results are 
rewarded by their line 
manager even if they 
use practices that are 
ethically questionable 
(35% in this group 
say so, compared to 
24% of mid-career 
employees aged 35-
54 and 22% of older 
employees aged 55+).  

Employees in large 
organisations 
(61%) are more likely 
to say that their 
manager supports 
them in following their 
ORGANISATION�S�ETHICAL�
standards than those 
IN�3-%S�����	��
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Trends over time
/VERALL��EMPLOYEES��PERCEPTIONS�OF�THEIR�MANAGER�S�ATTITUDE�TOWARDS�BUSINESS�
ethics seem to have significantly improved since 2015 in all countries surveyed, 
WITH�THE�EXCEPTION�OF�THE�5+��(ERE��THE�CHANGE�OF�METHODOLOGY�MIGHT�PARTIALLY�
account for the results. However, an issue of concern is the growing number 
of employees who believe that their line manager rewards employees who get 
good results, even if they use practices that are ethically questionable. 

Figure 23   Perceptions of management behaviour by country and  
over time

An issue of 
concern is the 
growing number 
of employees who 
believe that their line 
manager rewards 
employees who get 
good results, even 
if they use practices 
that are ethically 
questionable

‘‘

Percentage of respondents who agree (strongly agree or agree). 
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Percentage of respondents who agree (strongly agree or agree). 
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! ?
The impact of providing a work environment that is 
regarded as supportive to ethics. 20 

This survey shows that providing a work environment that is perceived as 
supportive to ethics is linked to:

 More positive perceptions of how frequently honesty is practised 
at work. Employees in the most supportive organisations are more likely 
to say that honesty is practised always or frequently (91%) than those in 
organisations that are unsupportive (53%).

 Fewer people being aware of instances of misconduct. Employees 
in the most supportive organisations are less likely to say that they have 
been aware of unethical behaviour (21%) than employees in unsupportive 
organisations, where this figure rises to 60%.

 Less pressure to compromise ethics. Employees in the most 
supportive organisations are more likely to say that they have not felt 
PRESSURED�TO�COMPROMISE�THEIR�ORGANISATION�S�ETHICAL�STANDARDS������
compared to 59% among employees in unsupportive organisations).

 Increased willingness to speak up about misconduct. Employees 
in the most supportive organisations are more likely to have spoken up 
about their concerns (70%) than those in unsupportive organisations (47%). 

90% of those who reported misconduct in the most supportive 
organisations are satisfied with the outcome of speaking up, whilst this 
figure decreases to only 15% among employees in organisations that are 
perceived as unsupportive.

Focus on...

20   The supportiveness of the organisation is defined by how many statements employees agree or tend 
TO�AGREE�WITH�AT�1���SEE�!PPENDIX��	��4HIS�EXCLUDES�THE�STATEMENT�ON�THE�LINE�MANAGER�REWARDING�
employees who get good results despite using ethically questionable practices, as this is framed in the 
negative. The most supportive organisations agree or tend to agree with all of the statements; fairly 
supportive organisations are those in which respondents agreed with five or more statements and 
unsupportive organisations are those in which respondents disagreed or tended to disagree with three 
or more of the statements.

90% of those 
who reported 
misconduct in the 
most supportive 
organisations are 
satisfied with the 
outcome of speaking 
up as opposed to 
15% in unsupportive 
organisations

‘‘

?
?

Did you know?
Supportive environment for ethics

Creating a supportive environment for ethical behaviour is essential to 
APPLYING�BUSINESS�ETHICS�IN�PRACTICE�AND�CLOSING�THE�@SAYDO�GAP��BETWEEN�
AN�ORGANISATION�S�FORMAL�COMMITMENTS�AND�WHAT�HAPPENS�ON�THE�FRONT�LINE��

In this survey, the following elements are considered as indicators of a 
supportive environment for ethics in an organisation:

s� �4ONE�FROM�THE�TOP includes the ability of managers to set a good 
EXAMPLE�OF�ETHICAL�BUSINESS�BEHAVIOUR��EXPLAIN�THE�IMPORTANCE�OF�
honesty and ethics at work and support employees in following the 
ORGANISATION�S�STANDARDS�OF�BEHAVIOUR

 continues > 
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Did you know? continued

s� �3TAKEHOLDER�ENGAGEMENT refers to whether an organisation 
discusses issues of right and wrong at staff meetings, lives up to 
its stated policy of social responsibility and acts responsibly in all its 
business dealings

s� �!DDRESSING�MISCONDUCT captures the ability of an organisation to 
discipline employees who violate its ethical standards. 

What are managers’ views of ethics at work?
)N�ORDER�TO�SET�A�GOOD�EXAMPLE�OF�ETHICAL�BEHAVIOUR�AND�SUPPORT�EMPLOYEES�IN�
LIVING�UP�TO�THEIR�ORGANISATION�S�ETHICAL�STANDARDS��IT�IS�IMPORTANT�THAT�PEOPLE�IN�A�
MANAGERIAL�POSITION�UNDERSTAND�THEIR�RESPONSIBILITIES�IN�LEADING�BY�EXAMPLE�ON�
the application of ethical values to the day-to-day tasks in the workplace. 

To understand this, respondents who identified themselves as managers were 
ASKED�TO�GIVE�THEIR�OPINION�ON�A�SERIES�OF�STATEMENTS�THAT�DESCRIBE�EXAMPLES�OF�
@PETTY�lDDLING��THAT�CAN�OCCUR�IN�AN�ORGANISATION������OF�RESPONDENTS�IDENTIlED�
themselves as managers.

What do organisations say?

Managers […] have additional responsibilities under the Code to:

�s� %NSURE�THE�#ODE�IS�UNDERSTOOD�BY�THOSE�THEY�MANAGE
�s� 0ROVIDE�ADVICE�AND�GUIDANCE�ON�INTERPRETING�THE�#ODE
�s� 5PHOLD�AND�PROMOTE�THE�REQUIREMENTS�OF�THE�#ODE�AND
�s� #OMPLETE�THE�ANNUAL�ATTESTATION�OF�THEIR�COMPLIANCE�WITH�THE�#ODE�

-�3������	�Code of Ethics and Behaviours

Ethics in practice

What do organisations do?

Three former Tesco executives will face a re-trial related to a £250m 
accounting scandal at the retailer, the UK’s Serious Fraud Office said. […]

The prosecution of the three men was brought after Tesco told the stock 
market in September 2014 that its profit forecast had been overstated by 
£250m, mainly due to booking commercial income early.

The statement sent Tesco’s shares sliding and plunged the grocer, one of 
Britain’s greatest corporate success stories of recent years, into one of the 
worst periods of its 100-year history.” 21 

21   Financial Times (2 March 2018) Former Tesco executives face retrial over accounting scandal

19% of managers 
think that petty 
fiddling is not 
something they 
should worry about 
as long as projects 
come in on time and 
within budget

‘‘
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Nearly a third of managers (30%) overall across Europe agree that some degree 
OF�@PETTY�lDDLING��IS�INEVITABLE�IN�A�MODERN�ORGANISATION��AND�THAT�IF�THEY�CRACKED�
down on every little fiddle they would soon find that they had no staff (28%) or 
no suppliers (27%). Almost a fifth of managers (19%) think that petty fiddling 
is not something they should worry about as long as projects come in on time 
AND�WITHIN�BUDGET��!LMOST�ONE�IN�SIX�SAY�THAT�IT�IS�ACCEPTABLE�TO�MANIPULATE�THE�
accounting figures as long as no money is stolen.

There are some differences from country to country. Managers in Germany 
AND�THE�5+�SEEM�TO�BE�SOMEWHAT�MORE�LENIENT�THAN�AVERAGE�WITH�EACH�OF�THE�
statements in Figure 24. In Ireland the proportion of managers that agree with 
each of the statements proposed is lower than average. 

Figure 24  Managers’ attitudes to petty fiddling

To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?Q14

Percentage of respondents who agree (strongly agree or tend to agree) or 
disagree (strongly disagree or tend to disagree).

Petty fiddling is inevitable in a 
modern organisation

There is no real difference 
between fraud and a bit of petty 

fiddling

If we cracked down on every 
little fiddle we would soon find 

we had no staff

If we cracked down on every 
little fiddle we would soon find 

we had no suppliers

As long as I come in on time and 
within budget I am not going to 

worry about a bit of petty fiddling

It is acceptable to artificially 
increase profits in the books as 

long as no money is stolen

Agree        Disagree

30%
46%

30%
51%

28%
49%

27%
48%

19%
59%

13%
70%

   

Trends over time
Attitudes of managers to petty fiddling seem to have become more tolerant 
over time for each of the statements considered. Figure 25 illustrates the trends 
registered for some of these indicators, including one that can have particularly 
serious consequences: it is acceptable to artificially increase profits in the books 
as long as no money is stolen.

Male managers are 
more likely than female 
managers to have a 
LENIENT�ATTITUDE�TO�@PETTY�
lDDLING��AT�WORK��4HEY�
are more likely to say 
THAT�@PETTY�lDDLING��IS�
inevitable in a modern 
organisation (32% 
compared to 27% of 
women). 

Younger managers 
aged 18-34 are 
more likely to agree 
with most of the 
statements proposed 
than managers in the 
other age groups. In 
particular, 32% of them 
say that as long as I 
come in on time and 
within budget I am not 
going to worry about 
a bit of petty fiddling 
compared to 16% of 
mid-career (aged 35-54) 
and 13% of older (55+) 
MANAGERS��3IMILARLY��
27% of younger 
managers agree that 
it is acceptable to 
artificially increase 
profits in the books 
as long as no money 
is stolen compared to 
10% of mid-career and 
6% of older managers.
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Managers in the 
public/third sector 
are more likely to say 
that petty fiddling is 
inevitable in a modern 
organisation (34% 
compared to 29%); if 
we cracked down on 
every little fiddle we 
would soon find we had 
no staff (32% compared 
to 26%) and it is 
acceptable to artificially 
increase profits in the 
books as long as no 
money is stolen (17% 
compared to 12%) than 
those in the private 
sector.

PUBLIC
PRIVATE

Attitudes of 
managers to petty 
fiddling seem to 
have become more 
tolerant over time

‘‘

Figure 25  Managers’ attitudes to petty fiddling by country and over time

To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?  Q14

Petty fiddling is inevitable in a modern organisation
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As long as I come in on time and within budget I am not going to worry 
about a bit of petty fiddling
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 12%

 26%

 19%

 24%

 21%

 15%

Percentage of respondents who agree (strongly agree or tend to agree).

4HE�METHODOLOGY�USED�IN�THE�5+�HAS�CHANGED�n�PLEASE�SEE�!PPENDIX���FOR�DETAILS�
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Figure 25  continued

To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?  Q14

It is acceptable to artificially increase profits in the books as long as no 
money is stolen
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12%
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2018
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2015
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9%
 10%
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 13%2018

–
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2015

 4%

 18%

 15%

 15%

 17%

 7%

Percentage of respondents who agree (strongly agree or tend to agree).

4HE�METHODOLOGY�USED�IN�THE�5+�HAS�CHANGED�n�PLEASE�SEE�!PPENDIX���FOR�DETAILS�

! ?
Attitudes of managers towards ethics at work

This survey provides a picture of how managers approach ethics at work. In 
comparison with non-managers, they have:  

 A more positive view of honesty in the workplace. Managers are 
more likely than non-managers to say that honesty is practised always or 
frequently in their organisation (85% of managers compared to 75% of non-
managers).

 A more positive outlook on engagement with stakeholders. 
Managers are more likely than non-managers to agree with each of the 
THREE�STATEMENTS�ON�ENGAGEMENT�WITH�INTERNAL�AND�EXTERNAL�STAKEHOLDERS��
76% agree that their organisation acts responsibly in all its business 
dealings compared to 68% of non-managers; 69% agree that their 
organisation lives up to its stated policy of social responsibility compared to 
60% of non-managers and 58% agree that issues of right and wrong are 
discussed in team meetings compared to 49% of non-managers.

 Better awareness of elements of their organisation’s ethics 
programme. Overall, managers tend to be more aware of three of the 
FOUR�BUILDING�BLOCKS�OF�AN�ETHICS�PROGRAMME��4HE�EXCEPTION�IS�AWARENESS�
of a code of ethics (or similar document), for which there is no statistically 
significant difference compared to non-managers.

Focus on...

 continues > 

  

2018 Average 13%
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! ?Focus on... continued

 Increased willingness to speak up about their ethical concerns. 
Managers are more likely to raise or speak up about misconduct: 70% of 
managers who have been aware of misconduct say they did so (compared 
to 46% of non-managers).

Managers are more likely to be satisfied with speaking up than non-
managers. Of those who were aware of legal or ethical violations at work 
and had spoken up or raised this, two thirds (66%) of managers are 
satisfied with the outcome, compared to 40% of non-managers.

!  More lenient attitudes to some workplace practices. Managers 
SEEM�TO�HAVE�A�MORE�LENIENT�ATTITUDE�THAN�NONMANAGERS�TOWARDS�SIX�OF�
the nine ethically questionable workplace practices presented in Figure 1. 
For instance, 12% of managers say that charging personal entertainment 
TO�EXPENSES�AND�MINOR�lDDLING�EXAGGERATION�OF�TRAVEL�EXPENSES�ARE�
acceptable practices, compared to 8% of non-managers. 

!  More awareness of misconduct. Managers are more likely to have 
been aware of misconduct in the workplace than non-managers (34% of 
managers compared to 29% of non-managers).

!  More pressure to compromise ethics. Managers are more likely to 
say that they have felt pressure to compromise standards of ethical conduct 
(20% of managers compared to 14% of non-managers).

Managers are more 
likely to be satisfied 
with speaking up 
than non-managers

‘‘
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3
Country Snapshots
This chapter provides infographics for each of the European  
countries surveyed. 

%ACH�COUNTRY�SNAPSHOT�CONTAINS�A�GENERAL�OVERVIEW�OF�THE�COUNTRY�S�ECONOMIC�
background, which draws on analysis conducted by the Organisation for 
%CONOMIC�#OOPERATION�AND�$EVELOPMENT��/%#$	��4HIS�HELPS�TO�EXPLAIN�THE�
SPECIlC�CONTEXT�IN�WHICH�THE�SURVEY�TOOK�PLACE��AS�WELL�AS�POTENTIAL�SOURCES�
OF�EXTERNAL�PRESSURE�THAT�MIGHT�HAVE�INmUENCED�EMPLOYEES��ATTITUDES�AND�
perceptions. 

In addition, highlights from the survey results illustrate specific characteristics, 
strengths and ethical risks linked to how employees perceive the culture of 
their organisations. 
 

France

Germany

Ireland

Italy

Portugal

Spain

Switzerland

United  
Kingdom

+
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The OECD projections present a positive overall 
outlook on the situation in France: economic growth 
in France will continue to strengthen in 2018-19, 
boosted by investment and consumption. At the 
same time, the labour market should gradually 
recover, although long-term unemployment is 
higher than the OECD average. Having a job brings 
many important benefits that are both financial, by 
providing a source of income, and non-financial in 
TERMS�OF�IMPROVING�SOCIAL�INCLUSION��FULlLLING�ONE�S�
own aspirations and building self-esteem. 

As the OECD notes, “long-term unemployment can 
have a large negative effect on feelings of well-being 
and self-worth and result in a loss of skills, further 
reducing employability. In France, the percentage 
of the labour force that has been unemployed for a 
year or longer is currently at 4.3%, higher than the 
OECD average of 2%.” 22  

This is an issue of concern for France: the OECD 
notes that too many workers lack the necessary 
basic and digital skills to benefit from globalisation. 
The organisation suggests that this is an issue that 
has to be tackled at the root and that more has 
TO�BE�DONE�TO�HIRE�EXCELLENT�TEACHERS�AND�IMPROVE�
teaching practices in disadvantaged schools; create 
apprenticeships at the secondary level and improve 
access to high-quality training. 23 

22   OECD (2017) Better Life Index
23   OECD (Volume 2017 Issue 2) Economic Outlook: France 
24   OECD (2017) How’s Life? measuring wellbeing – data tables 

Indicators Description France OECD  
Average

Employment 
Employed aged 15-64, as a percentage  
of the population aged 15-64 64.6% 67.1%

Earnings
Average annual gross earnings per full-time 
EMPLOYEE��53�DOLLARS�AT�THE�PURCHASING�
power parities for the latest available year)

$42,992 $44,290

Long-term  
unemployment

Percentage of the labour force unemployed
for one year or more 4.3% 2%

Working hours
Percentage of employees who usually 
work 50 hours or more per week 7.8% 12.6%

Household 
income

Household net adjusted disposable income 
�53�DOLLARS�AT�THE�PURCHASING�POWER�PARITIES��
average per capita)

$31,137 $30,620

Education

5PPER�SECONDARY�EDUCATIONAL�ATTAINMENT�
among working-age adults (percentage of 
people aged 25-64 with at least an upper 
secondary education)

78.1% 74.5%

Life satisfaction
Mean values on an 11 point scale, with 
RESPONSES�RANGING�FROM�ZERO�
(not at all satisfied) to 10 (completely satisfied)

7.2 7.3

France

Figure 26  How’s life in France? 24 
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Speaking up
46% of employees in France  
who have been aware of 
misconduct decided not 
to speak up. The main 
reasons are:
 1.  I felt it was none of my 

business 25%

 2.  I did not want to be 
seen as a troublemaker by 
management 20%

 3.  I felt I might jeopardise my job; I 
thought that they already knew about  
it; I thought that it was common 
practice 17%

Culture
In your 
organisation’s 
daily operations, 
how often would 
you say honesty is 
practised?
 Always/Frequently   71%

 Occasionally   19%

 Rarely/Never   9%

 Don’t know    2%

Behaviour
34% of French employees 

have  been aware of 
misconduct during 
the past year at 
work. The most 
common types of 

misconduct they 
noticed are…

 People treated   40% 
 inappropriately/unethically 

 Safety violations   36%

 Bullying and harassment 30%

20% of French employees have 
felt pressured to compromise 
ethics. The main pressures are…
 1. Time pressure 38%

 2. I was following my boss’s orders 30%

 3.  We were under-resourced; I had to  
meet unrealistic objectives and  
deadlines 23%

 

!!!! Ethics programme
When asked whether 
they were aware of their 
organisation having 
each of the four building 
blocks of an ethics 
programme, less than 
half of employees in 
France say yes. 
My organisation… 

  Has written standards of ethical business 
conduct that provide guidelines for my  
job  47%

  Provides employees with a means of 
reporting misconduct confidentially 33%

  Offers advice or an information helpline 
where I can get advice about behaving 
ethically at work 29%

  Provides training on standards of ethical 
conduct 26%

  

“ssss

ETHICS

i

France
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The German economy remains the strongest in the 
%UROPEAN�5NION�IN�TERMS�OF�'$0��'ROSS�$OMESTIC�
Product). Economic growth is projected to remain 
solid with the unemployment rate falling further. Low 
unemployment and higher government spending will 
help to underpin private consumption. The OECD 
highlights that “vigorous employment growth has 
pushed the unemployment rate to record-low levels. 
[…] Female labour market participation is increasing 
and more women work longer hours, reflecting in 
part improved child care provisions.” 

However, some issues remain: “Skill shortages 
are increasing, yet women’s skills are used less 
than men’s, resulting in unexploited opportunities 
for productivity, income and well-being gains. 
Immigration, mostly from other EU countries, 
remains strong. 

The number of refugees entering the labour market 
after they have received initial training is increasing 
[whilst] many of them are unemployed.” 

4HE�POSSIBLE�CONSEQUENCES�OF�"REXIT�MIGHT�
contribute to increasing the feeling of uncertainty in 
Germany. This “may disrupt the sourcing of inputs 
by key German industries, including automotive 
production and chemicals. On the other hand, some 
businesses have announced they will transfer activity 
to Germany.” 25 

25   OECD (Volume 2017 Issue 2) Economic Outlook: Germany 
26   OECD (2017) How’s Life? measuring wellbeing – data tables 

Indicators Description Germany OECD  
Average

Employment 
Employed aged 15-64, as a percentage  
of the population aged 15-64 74.7% 67.1%

Earnings
Average annual gross earnings per full-time 
EMPLOYEE��53�DOLLARS�AT�THE�PURCHASING�
power parities for the latest available year)

$46,389 $44,290

Long-term  
unemployment

Percentage of the labour force unemployed
for one year or more 1.7% 2%

Working hours
Percentage of employees who usually 
work 50 hours or more per week 4.6% 12.6%

Household 
income

Household net adjusted disposable income 
�53�DOLLARS�AT�THE�PURCHASING�POWER�PARITIES��
average per capita)

$33,652 $30,620

Education

5PPER�SECONDARY�EDUCATIONAL�ATTAINMENT�
among working-age adults (percentage of 
people aged 25-64 with at least an upper 
secondary education)

86.5% 74.5%

Life satisfaction
Mean values on an 11 point scale, with 
RESPONSES�RANGING�FROM�ZERO�
(not at all satisfied) to 10 (completely satisfied)

7.3 7.3

Germany

Figure 27  How’s life in Germany? 26 
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Speaking up
39% of employees in Germany 
who have been aware of 
misconduct decided not 
to speak up. The main 
reasons are:
 1.  I did not believe that 

corrective action would 
be taken 28%

 2.  I felt I might alienate 
myself from my colleagues; 
I didn’t think it was a serious issue at the 
time 23%

 3.  I did not want to be seen as a troublemaker 
by management 21%

Culture
In your 
organisation’s 
daily operations, 
how often would 
you say honesty is 
practised?
 Always/Frequently   69%

 Occasionally   20%

 Rarely/Never   8%

 Don’t know    2%

Behaviour
25% of German employees 

have been aware 
of misconduct at 
work. The most 
common types of 
misconduct they 

noticed are…

 Safety violations;      35% 
 Bullying and harassment  

 Misreporting hours worked   34%

  People treated     33% 
inappropriately/unethically;    
Abusive behaviour   

17% of German employees have 
felt pressured to compromise 
ethical standards. The main 
pressures are…
 1. We were under-resourced  36%

 2. Time pressure 35%

 3. I had to meet unrealistic objectives  
  and deadlines 25%

!!!! Ethics programme
Less than a quarter of 
employees in Germany 
are aware of their 
organisation providing 
advice or an information 
helpline for employees 
to get advice about 
behaving ethically at 
work. 
My organisation… 

  Has written standards of ethical business 
conduct that provide guidelines for my  
job  52%

  Provides employees with a means of 
reporting misconduct confidentially 37%

  Offers advice or an information helpline 
where I can get advice about behaving 
ethically at work 24%

  Provides training on standards of ethical 
conduct 29%

  

“ssss

ETHICS

i

Germany
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According to the OECD, the Irish economy is 
PROJECTED�TO�EXPAND�SOLIDLY��4HE�DECISION�OF�SOME�
well-known multinational corporations to invest in 
Ireland has certainly contributed to this, but it is also 
noted that investments by local Irish firms continue 
TO�RECOVER�STRONGLY��5NEMPLOYMENT�CONTINUES�TO�
decline and wages are projected to rise. 

The economic prospects are surrounded by more 
uncertainty than usual including, notably, the final 
OUTCOME�OF�"REXIT�NEGOTIATIONS��4HIS�MIGHT�AFFECT�
EXPORTS�AND�INVESTMENT�IN�PARTICULAR��.ONETHELESS��
Ireland enjoys a high degree of openness towards 
the global economy and has many highly-productive 
multinational enterprises. Notwithstanding the 
strong economic recovery, the banking system is still 
impaired (a legacy of the past property boom) and 
BORROWING�CONDITIONS�REMAIN�VERY�TIGHT�FOR�3-%S� 27 

27   OECD (Volume 2017 Issue 2) Economic Outlook: Ireland 
28   OECD (2017) How’s Life? measuring wellbeing – data tables 

Indicators Description Ireland OECD  
Average

Employment 
Employed aged 15-64, as a percentage  
of the population aged 15-64 64.7% 67.1%

Earnings
Average annual gross earnings per full-time 
EMPLOYEE��53�DOLLARS�AT�THE�PURCHASING�
power parities for the latest available year)

$51,681 $44,290

Long-term  
unemployment

Percentage of the labour force unemployed
for one year or more 4.7% 2%

Working hours
Percentage of employees who usually 
work 50 hours or more per week 4.7% 12.6%

Household 
income

Household net adjusted disposable income 
�53�DOLLARS�AT�THE�PURCHASING�POWER�PARITIES��
average per capita)

$25,439 $30,620

Education

5PPER�SECONDARY�EDUCATIONAL�ATTAINMENT�
among working-age adults (percentage of 
people aged 25-64 with at least an upper 
secondary education)

79.8% 74.5%

Life satisfaction
Mean values on an 11 point scale, with 
RESPONSES�RANGING�FROM�ZERO�
(not at all satisfied) to 10 (completely satisfied)

7.4 7.3

Ireland

Figure 28  How’s life in Ireland? 28 
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Speaking up
44% of employees in Ireland  
who have been aware of 
misconduct decided not 
to speak up. The main 
reasons are:
 1.  I did not believe that 

corrective action would 
be taken 53%

 2.  I felt I might jeopardise 
my job  40%

 3.  I did not want to be seen as a troublemaker 
by management 28%

Culture
In your 
organisation’s 
daily operations, 
how often would 
you say honesty is 
practised?
 Always/Frequently   88%

 Occasionally   9%

 Rarely/Never   2%

 Don’t know    1%

Behaviour
28% of Irish employees 

have been aware 
of misconduct at 
work. The most 
common types of 
misconduct they 

noticed are…

  People treated     54% 
inappropriately/unethically    

 Bullying and harassment   45%

  Misreporting hours worked   38%

11% of Irish employees have felt 
pressured to compromise ethical 
standards. The main pressures 
are…
 1. I was following my boss’s orders; We were  
  under-resourced 32%

 2. Time pressure 30%

 3. I was being asked to take shortcuts 27%

!!!! Ethics programme
Employees in Ireland are 
more likely than those in 
any other country to say 
that their organisation 
has written standards of 
ethical business conduct 
that provide guidelines 
for their job. 
My organisation… 

  Has written standards of ethical business 
conduct that provide guidelines for my  
job  74%

  Provides employees with a means of 
reporting misconduct confidentially 55%

  Offers advice or an information helpline 
where I can get advice about behaving 
ethically at work 46%

  Provides training on standards of ethical 
conduct 51%
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OECD projections highlight that, after a moderate 
recovery, Italian GDP will dwindle in 2019. Private 
consumption will continue to be the main driver of 
the recovery and rising global demand is supporting 
EXPORTS��!S�THE�/%#$�EXPLAINS��“leading indicators 
for manufacturing and services, and rising 
business and consumer confidence, point towards 
robust economic activity in the near term. The 
share of business planning to increase investment 
in the months ahead is rising. Excess capacity is 
narrowing but it is not yet leading to higher price 
and wage pressures.”

5NEMPLOYMENT�REMAINS�A�SIGNIlCANT�ISSUE�IN�)TALY��
The OECD notes that “employment growth has 
been resilient despite the expiration of social-
security contribution exemptions for permanent 
contracts. However, job creation relies increasingly 
on temporary contracts.” 29 

29   OECD (Volume 2017 Issue 2) Economic Outlook: Italy 
30   OECD (2017) How’s Life? measuring wellbeing – data tables 

Indicators Description Italy OECD  
Average

Employment 
Employed aged 15-64, as a percentage  
of the population aged 15-64 57.2% 67.1%

Earnings
Average annual gross earnings per full-time 
EMPLOYEE��53�DOLLARS�AT�THE�PURCHASING�
power parities for the latest available year)

$35,397 $44,290

Long-term  
unemployment

Percentage of the labour force unemployed
for one year or more 6.8% 2%

Working hours
Percentage of employees who usually 
work 50 hours or more per week 3.9% 12.6%

Household 
income

Household net adjusted disposable income 
�53�DOLLARS�AT�THE�PURCHASING�POWER�PARITIES��
average per capita)

$26,063 $30,620

Education

5PPER�SECONDARY�EDUCATIONAL�ATTAINMENT�
among working-age adults (percentage of 
people aged 25-64 with at least an upper 
secondary education)

60.1% 74.5%

Life satisfaction
Mean values on an 11 point scale, with 
RESPONSES�RANGING�FROM�ZERO�
(not at all satisfied) to 10 (completely satisfied)

7.0 7.3

Italy

Figure 29  How’s life in Italy? 30 
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Speaking up
46% of employees in Italy  
who have been aware of 
misconduct decided not 
to speak up. The main 
reasons are:
 1.  I felt I might jeopardise 

my job 31%

 2.  I did not believe that 
corrective action would 
be taken 27%

 3.  I thought that they already knew  
about it 20%

Culture
In your 
organisation’s 
daily operations, 
how often would 
you say honesty is 
practised?
 Always/Frequently   76%

 Occasionally   16%

 Rarely/Never   7%

 Don’t know    1%

Behaviour
29% of Italian employees 

have been aware 
of misconduct at 
work. The most 
common types of 
misconduct they 

noticed are…

  People treated     45% 
inappropriately/unethically    

 Misreporting hours worked   39%

  Safety violations     34%

17% of Italian employees have 
felt pressured to compromise 
ethical standards. The main 
pressures are…
 1. Time pressure 34%

 2. I was following my boss’s orders 32%

 3.  I had to meet unrealistic objectives and 
deadlines 19%

!!!!
Ethics programme
Employees in Italy (44%) 
are considerably more 
likely to be aware of 
their organisation having 
a means of reporting 
misconduct confidentially 
compared to 2015 (35%). 
My organisation… 

  Has written standards of ethical 
business conduct that provide guidelines for 
my job 50%

  Provides employees with a means of 
reporting misconduct confidentially 44%

  Offers advice or an information helpline 
where I can get advice about behaving 
ethically at work 23%

  Provides training on standards of ethical 
conduct 43%
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According to the OECD, “the economic recovery 
gained traction through 2017 due to past structural 
reforms and strength in private demand. Rising 
private consumption has reflected a notable 
increase in real disposable incomes and accelerating 
employment. At the same time there are signs that 
the business sector is responding to increased 
demand and improvements in profitability: private 
investment has expanded rapidly and indicators of 
hiring intentions have been rising.” 

&URTHERMORE��THE�/%#$�EXPLAINS�THAT�BUSINESSES�
show signs of optimism regarding the economic 
outlook of the country. “Nevertheless, corporate 
spending is being held back by borrowing 
constraints and slow productivity growth. To 
promote the latter, reforms that improve business 
dynamism, including through reducing barriers to 
entry into professional services should be a focus.” 31 

31   OECD (Volume 2017 Issue 2) Economic Outlook: Portugal 
32   OECD (2017) How’s Life? measuring wellbeing – data tables 

Indicators Description Portugal OECD  
Average

Employment 
Employed aged 15-64, as a percentage  
of the population aged 15-64 65.2% 67.1%

Earnings
Average annual gross earnings per full-time 
EMPLOYEE��53�DOLLARS�AT�THE�PURCHASING�
power parities for the latest available year)

$24,529 $44,290

Long-term  
unemployment

Percentage of the labour force unemployed
for one year or more 6.1% 2%

Working hours
Percentage of employees who usually 
work 50 hours or more per week 8.2% 12.6%

Household 
income

Household net adjusted disposable income 
�53�DOLLARS�AT�THE�PURCHASING�POWER�PARITIES��
average per capita)

$20,519 $30,620

Education

5PPER�SECONDARY�EDUCATIONAL�ATTAINMENT�
among working-age adults (percentage of 
people aged 25-64 with at least an upper 
secondary education)

46.9% 74.5%

Life satisfaction
Mean values on an 11 point scale, with 
RESPONSES�RANGING�FROM�ZERO�
(not at all satisfied) to 10 (completely satisfied)

6.2 7.3

Portugal

Figure 30  How’s life in Portugal? 32 
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Speaking up
49% of employees in Portugal   
who have been aware of 
misconduct decided not 
to speak up. The main 
reasons are:
 1.  I did not believe that 

corrective action would 
be taken 32%

 2.  I felt it was none of my 
business 27%

 3. I felt I might jeopardise my job 24%

Culture
In your 
organisation’s 
daily operations, 
how often would 
you say honesty is 
practised?
 Always/Frequently   85%

 Occasionally   10%

 Rarely/Never   3%

 Don’t know    1%

Behaviour
35% of Portuguese  

employees have 
been aware of 
misconduct at 
work. The most 
common types of 

misconduct they 
noticed are…

  People treated     52% 
inappropriately/unethically    

 Abusive behaviour    38%

  Misreporting hours worked  28%

22% of Portuguese employees 
have felt pressured to compromise 
ethical standards. The main 
pressures are…
 1. Time pressure 36%

 2. We were under-resourced 29%

 3. I was following my boss’s orders 26%

!!!!
Ethics programme
Employees in Portugal 
are more likely to say that 
their organisation offers 
advice or an information 
helpline where they 
can get advice about 
behaving ethically at 
work rather than having 
a means of reporting 
misconduct confidentially.
My organisation… 

  Has written standards of ethical business 
conduct that provide guidelines for my  
job 60%

  Provides employees with a means of 
reporting misconduct confidentially 35%

  Offers advice or an information helpline 
where I can get advice about behaving 
ethically at work 37%

  Provides training on standards of ethical 
conduct 43%
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4HE�/%#$�PROJECTS�THAT�THE�3PANISH�ECONOMY�
will remain robust and continue to grow in 2018-
19, albeit at a slower pace than 2017 due to the 
decrease in domestic demand. The OECD points 
out that “the unemployment rate is gradually falling, 
but remains high, particularly among the youth and 
long-term unemployed. […] Well-designed and 
targeted active labour market policies and improved 
access to vocational education and training could 
help low-skilled workers to improve their labour 
market prospects, lowering inequalities. Productivity 
growth would be supported by improving the skills 
of the labour force.” 

The referendum on the independence of Catalonia 
FROM�3PAIN��HELD�IN�/CTOBER������AND�DECLARED�
ILLEGAL�BY�THE�3PANISH�GOVERNMENT��HAS�INTRODUCED�A�
further element of political and economic uncertainty. 
“Persistent tensions in Catalonia could lower 
consumer and business confidence significantly, 
hampering domestic demand more than  
projected.” 33 

33   OECD (Volume 2017 Issue 2) Economic Outlook: Spain 
34   OECD (2017) How’s Life? measuring wellbeing – data tables 

Indicators Description Spain OECD  
Average

Employment 
Employed aged 15-64, as a percentage  
of the population aged 15-64 60.5% 67.1%

Earnings
Average annual gross earnings per full-time 
EMPLOYEE��53�DOLLARS�AT�THE�PURCHASING�
power parities for the latest available year)

$37,333 $44,290

Long-term  
unemployment

Percentage of the labour force unemployed
for one year or more 9.5% 2%

Working hours
Percentage of employees who usually 
work 50 hours or more per week 4.5% 12.6%

Household 
income

Household net adjusted disposable income 
�53�DOLLARS�AT�THE�PURCHASING�POWER�PARITIES��
average per capita)

$23,129 $30,620

Education

5PPER�SECONDARY�EDUCATIONAL�ATTAINMENT�
among working-age adults (percentage of 
people aged 25-64 with at least an upper 
secondary education)

58.3% 74.5%

Life satisfaction
Mean values on an 11 point scale, with 
RESPONSES�RANGING�FROM�ZERO�
(not at all satisfied) to 10 (completely satisfied)

6.9 7.3

Spain

Figure 31  How’s life in Spain? 34 
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Speaking up
45% of employees in Spain   
who have been aware of 
misconduct decided not 
to speak up. The main 
reasons are:
 1.  I felt I might jeopardise 

my job; I felt it was 
none of my business; 
I felt I might alienate 
myself from my  
colleagues 27%

 2.  I did not want to be seen as a troublemaker 
by management 25%

 3.  I did not believe that corrective action would 
be taken 19%

Culture
In your 
organisation’s 
daily operations, 
how often would 
you say honesty is 
practised?
 Always/Frequently   79%

 Occasionally   14%

 Rarely/Never   4%

 Don’t know    3%

Behaviour
40% of Spanish   

employees have 
been aware of 
misconduct at 
work. The most 
common types of 

misconduct they 
noticed are…

  People treated     48% 
inappropriately/unethically    

 Safety violations    35%

  Misreporting hours worked  34%

12% of Spanish employees  
have felt pressured to compromise 
ethical standards. The main 
pressures are…
 1. I was following my boss’s orders 38%

 2. I was trying to save my job 32%

 3.  I had to meet unrealistic objectives and 
deadlines 25%

!!!! Ethics programme
Among the building 
blocks of an ethics 
programme, Spanish 
employees are least 
likely to be aware of their 
organisation offering 
advice or having an 
information helpline 
where they can get 
advice about behaving  
ethically at work.
My organisation… 

  Has written standards of ethical business 
conduct that provide guidelines for my  
job 59%

  Provides employees with a means of 
reporting misconduct confidentially 37%

  Offers advice or an information helpline 
where I can get advice about behaving 
ethically at work 27%

  Provides training on standards of ethical 
conduct 33%
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According to the OECD, GDP growth was limited 
in 2017. However, economic activity is projected 
to pick up in 2018. Interest rates are projected to 
remain low, helping to revive domestic demand. As 
the economy increasingly opens up to Europe and 
THE�REST�OF�THE�WORLD��3WITZERLAND�SHOULD�BE�ABLE�TO�
maintain its enviable economic position. In particular, 
it has managed to develop several leading global 
industries. 

However, the OECD points out that well-being 
would be enhanced if barriers to trade in services 
were lowered to deepen participation in global 
VALUE�CHAINS��3IZEABLE�IMMIGRATION�HAS�BROUGHT�
increases in skilled labour but has also proved 
to be challenging, calling for continued focus on 
integrating new migrants. In addition, “further 
efforts should be pursued to remove constraints on 
women’s full participation in the economy, as they 
overwhelmingly work part-time. In particular, more 
affordable childcare is needed.” 35 

35   OECD (Volume 2017 Issue 2) Economic Outlook: Switzerland 
36   OECD (2017) How’s Life? measuring wellbeing – data tables 

Indicators Description Switzerland OECD  
Average

Employment 
Employed aged 15-64, as a percentage  
of the population aged 15-64 79.6% 67.1%

Earnings
Average annual gross earnings per full-time 
EMPLOYEE��53�DOLLARS�AT�THE�PURCHASING�
power parities for the latest available year)

$60,124 $44,290

Long-term  
unemployment

Percentage of the labour force unemployed
for one year or more 1.9% 2%

Working hours
Percentage of employees who usually 
work 50 hours or more per week

Not available 12.6%

Household 
income

Household net adjusted disposable income 
�53�DOLLARS�AT�THE�PURCHASING�POWER�PARITIES��
average per capita)

$36,378 $30,620

Education

5PPER�SECONDARY�EDUCATIONAL�ATTAINMENT�
among working-age adults (percentage of 
people aged 25-64 with at least an upper 
secondary education)

87.4% 74.5%

Life satisfaction
Mean values on an 11 point scale, with 
RESPONSES�RANGING�FROM�ZERO�
(not at all satisfied) to 10 (completely satisfied)

7.9 7.3

Switzerland

Figure 32  How’s life in Switzerland? 36 
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Speaking up
40% of employees in Switzerland    
who have been aware of 
misconduct decided not 
to speak up. The main 
reasons are:
 1.  I felt I might jeopardise 

my job 30%

 2.  I did not believe that 
corrective action would 
be taken 29%

 3. I felt it was none of my business 21%

Culture
In your 
organisation’s 
daily operations, 
how often would 
you say honesty is 
practised?
 Always/Frequently   75%

 Occasionally   18%

 Rarely/Never   5%

 Don’t know    1%

Behaviour
27% of Swiss employees 

have been aware 
of misconduct at 
work. The most 
common types of 
misconduct they 

noticed are…

  Misreporting hours worked  50%

  People treated     44% 
inappropriately/unethically    

  Abusive behaviour     33%

16% of Swiss employees have 
felt pressured to compromise 
ethical standards. The main 
pressures are…
 1. Time pressure 35%

 2. I was following my boss’s orders 30%

 3.  I had to meet unrealistic objectives and 
deadlines 29%

!!!!
Ethics programme
The majority of Swiss 
employees say that 
their organisation has 
written standards of 
ethical business conduct. 
However, the awareness 
of each of the other 
building blocks of an 
ethics programme is 
significantly lower.
My organisation… 

  Has written standards of ethical business 
conduct that provide guidelines for my  
job 61%

  Provides employees with a means of 
reporting misconduct confidentially 36%

  Offers advice or an information helpline 
where I can get advice about behaving 
ethically at work 26%

  Provides training on standards of ethical 
conduct 30%
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The OECD comments that the current economic 
SITUATION�IN�THE�5+�HAS�BEEN�DEEPLY�AFFECTED�BY�
THE�OUTCOME�OF�THE�"REXIT�REFERENDUM��WHICH�TOOK�
place in June 2016 and resulted in a slight majority 
of people voting in favour of leaving the European 
5NION��!�lRST�VISIBLE�SIGN�OF�THIS�IS�THE�SIGNIlCANT�
currency depreciation of the sterling, which has 
mitigated the immediate impact of the shock 
by stabilising financial markets and supporting 
consumer confidence. 

The British government, led by Theresa May, is 
NEGOTIATING�THE�TERMS�AND�CONDITIONS�OF�THE�5+�
EXIT�FROM�THE�%UROPEAN�5NION��)T�CAN�BE�ASSUMED�
that some deal will be reached regarding its status 
after 2020. However, at the time this survey was 
conducted (February 2018) there was considerable 
uncertainty about this. Private investment, 
including foreign direct investment, might be 
seriously hindered by this uncertainty. The OECD 
suggests that economic growth will continue to 
weaken in 2018 and 2019. As growth slows, the 
unemployment rate is projected to rise. 37 

37   OECD (Volume 2017 Issue 2) Economic Outlook: United Kingdom 
38   OECD (2017) How’s Life? measuring wellbeing – data tables 

Indicators Description United 
Kingdom

OECD  
Average

Employment 
Employed aged 15-64, as a percentage  
of the population aged 15-64 74.3% 67.1%

Earnings
Average annual gross earnings per full-time 
EMPLOYEE��53�DOLLARS�AT�THE�PURCHASING�
power parities for the latest available year)

$42,835 $44,290

Long-term  
unemployment

Percentage of the labour force unemployed
for one year or more 1.3% 2%

Working hours
Percentage of employees who usually 
work 50 hours or more per week 12.7% 12.6%

Household 
income

Household net adjusted disposable income 
�53�DOLLARS�AT�THE�PURCHASING�POWER�PARITIES��
average per capita)

$28,408 $30,620

Education

5PPER�SECONDARY�EDUCATIONAL�ATTAINMENT�
among working-age adults (percentage of 
people aged 25-64 with at least an upper 
secondary education)

80.7% 74.5%

Life satisfaction
Mean values on an 11 point scale, with 
RESPONSES�RANGING�FROM�ZERO�
(not at all satisfied) to 10 (completely satisfied)

7.7 7.3

United Kingdom

Figure 33  How’s life in the UK? 38 
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Speaking up
33% of employees in the UK    
who have been aware of 
misconduct decided not 
to speak up. The main 
reasons are:
 1.  I felt I might jeopardise 

my job 33%

 2.  I did not believe that 
corrective action would 
be taken; I felt I might 
alienate myself from my colleagues 26%

 3. I felt it was none of my business 22%

Culture
In your 
organisation’s 
daily operations, 
how often would 
you say honesty is 
practised?
 Always/Frequently   81%

 Occasionally   13%

 Rarely/Never   3%

 Don’t know    3%

Behaviour
24% of UK employees 

have been aware 
of misconduct at 
work. The most 
common types of 
misconduct they 

noticed are…

  People treated     48% 
inappropriately/unethically    

  Bullying and harassment    40%

  Safety violations     35%

12% of UK employees have felt 
pressured to compromise ethical 
standards. The main pressures 
are…
 1. We were under-resourced 35%

 2. Time pressure 34%

 3. I was following my boss’s orders 28%

!!!!
Ethics programme
The majority of 
respondents in the UK 
are aware of each of the 
building blocks of an 
ethics programme in their 
organisation.
My organisation… 

  Has written standards of ethical 
business conduct that provide 
guidelines for my job 69%

  Provides employees with a means of 
reporting misconduct confidentially 64%

  Offers advice or an information helpline 
where I can get advice about behaving 
ethically at work 51%

  Provides training on standards of ethical 
conduct 56%
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Summary and Conclusion
      

The data presented in this report highlights important issues about current 
attitudes to ethics in the workplace and raises crucial questions for organisations. 
It is important to stress that, in order to paint a meaningful picture, the results 
RELATED�TO�EACH�INDICATOR�NEED�TO�BE�READ�IN�THE�WIDER�CONTEXT��IN�PARALLEL�WITH�
other elements. For instance, higher awareness of misconduct could show that 
EMPLOYEES�ARE�FAILING�TO�LIVE�UP�TO�THE�ORGANISATION�S�VALUES��(OWEVER��IT�COULD�
ALSO�BE�A�POSITIVE�SIGN�OF�INCREASED�@ETHICAL�LITERACY��AMONG�EMPLOYEES�WHO�HAVE�
learned to identify and act upon ethical dilemmas in their workplace. 

With this in mind, the survey sheds light on several challenges that organisations 
might want to consider going forward.

Are employees able to identify and address ethical dilemmas?
4O�ENSURE�THAT�EMPLOYEES��BEHAVIOUR�IS�IN�LINE�WITH�THE�ORGANISATION�S�ETHICAL�
values, it is important not only that staff are engaged with the ethical values of 
the organisation, but also that people are able to identify ethical dilemmas and 
instances of actual or potential misconduct. The majority of respondents say  
that honesty is practised frequently or always in their organisation (78%). 
However, there is still a considerable percentage of employees who have a 
lenient attitude towards ethically questionable workplace practices. Providing 
appropriate ethics training is therefore paramount but is still not widespread – 
only 39% of respondents say that their organisation provides ethics training. 

It is also important that employees who are aware of misconduct feel that 
they can raise their concerns. There are considerable discrepancies across 
organisations in terms of the provision of mechanisms for employees to raise 
concerns about potential ethical lapses or ask questions and get advice. In 
particular, organisations should seek to reassure employees that there are 
procedures in place to tackle misconduct in the workplace and corrective action 
is taken where necessary. 

Do organisations understand the different needs of a multigenerational 
workforce?
Both ageing populations and the new generation entering the workplace are 
creating new opportunities and challenges for employers, especially in relation 
to embedding business ethics. For this reason, understanding the different 
characteristics of the generations is fundamental to building a culture founded  
on ethical values. 

4HIS�SURVEY�SHOWS�THAT�MILLENNIALS��AGED�����	�APPEAR�TO�HAVE�MIXED�ATTITUDES�
towards ethics in the workplace. They seem to pay more attention to how ethics 
is promoted at work: they are the most likely age group to be aware of all the 
elements of an ethics programme and the most likely to say that issues of right 
and wrong are discussed in team meetings (54%). It might be because of this 
increased awareness that they are the most likely age group to have been aware 
of misconduct (35%). They are more likely to spot the signs of ethical risks, and 
the least likely age group to say that honesty is frequently or always practised at 
work (75% vs 82% of older employees aged 55+). 

Organisations 
should seek to 
reassure employees 
that there are 
procedures in place 
to tackle misconduct 
in the workplace and 
corrective action 
is taken where 
necessary

‘‘
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It is vital that 
organisations 
design and test their 
incentive schemes 
to ensure that they 
are effective

‘‘

However, they are the most likely to say that good results are rewarded even 
when they are achieved through ethically questionable practices (35%) and 
they seem to have somewhat more lenient attitudes towards some ethically 
questionable practices at work. This suggests that millennials need to be 
supported and rewarded for doing the right thing, in particular by their managers 
WHO�HAVE�THE�RESPONSIBILITY�TO�LEAD�BY�EXAMPLE� 39   

Are SMEs able to tackle the specific ethical risks that they face?
/RGANISATIONS�OF�ALL�SIZES�FACE�ETHICAL�RISKS�THAT�CAN�HAVE�A�SERIOUS�IMPACT�
on their sustainability and success. However, these risks are likely to differ 
DEPENDING�ON�THE�SIZE�OF�THE�ORGANISATION��

%MPLOYEES�IN�3-%S�SEEM�TO�HAVE�A�GENERALLY�MORE�POSITIVE�VIEW�OF�THE�HONESTY�
OF�THEIR�ORGANISATION�AND�ON�THE�WAY�IT�ENGAGES�WITH�EXTERNAL�STAKEHOLDERS��4HEY�
are also less likely to have been aware of misconduct in the workplace (29% vs 
36% of those in large organisations). 

On the other hand, they are also less likely to say that their organisation 
DISCIPLINES�PEOPLE�WHO�VIOLATE�THE�ORGANISATION�S�ETHICAL�STANDARDS�����	�AND�
THAT�THEIR�MANAGER�SUPPORTS�THEM�TO�LIVE�UP�TO�THE�ORGANISATION�S�STANDARDS�OF�
ethical behaviour (57%). This may, however, be because they are also less likely 
to say that their organisation has the building blocks of an ethics programme. 
&URTHERMORE��EMPLOYEES�IN�3-%S�ARE�ALSO�MORE�LENIENT�TOWARDS�SOME�
workplace practices that might have serious consequences for the organisation: 
considering favouring friends and family when awarding contracts (22%) and 
CHARGING�PERSONAL�ENTERTAINMENT�TO�EXPENSES��

How are the schemes to incentivise ethical behaviour designed? Are 
they achieving their intended purpose?
Practical incentives that motivate and encourage people to behave ethically are 
an important tool that organisations can use to embed their values in practice. 
However, the survey shows that sometimes incentive schemes might have 
UNINTENDED�NEGATIVE�CONSEQUENCES��&OR�EXAMPLE��EMPLOYEES�IN�ORGANISATIONS�
that incentivise ethical behaviour seem to be more accepting of some ethically 
questionable workplace practices and are significantly more likely to say that 
good results are rewarded by their line manager even when they are achieved 
through unethical practices (49%), compared to those in organisations that do 
not offer incentives. It is vital that organisations design and test their incentive 
schemes to ensure that they are effective. 

39   IBE (2015) Business Ethics Across Generations 
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Appendix 1
Methodology and Respondent Profile
This report presents the findings of public research undertaken by ComRes on behalf of the IBE. ComRes 
is a member of the British Polling Council and abides by its rules. The Institute of Business Ethics (IBE) has 
ASKED�SIMILAR�QUESTIONS�OF�THE�"RITISH�WORKFORCE�EVERY�THREE�YEARS�SINCE�������)N�������WE�EXTENDED�PART�OF�
THE�SURVEY�TO�FOUR�ADDITIONAL�MAJOR�%UROPEAN�MARKETS��&RANCE��'ERMANY��)TALY�AND�3PAIN��

The Ethics at Work: 2018 survey of employees�ILLUSTRATES�THE�LATEST�EVOLUTION�AND�TRENDS�IN�EMPLOYEES��
perceptions of ethics in the workplace. The survey was completed by a total of 6,119 respondents across 
the eight European countries. It was comprised of a representative sample of about 750 working adults in 
each country who were aged 18+. The survey was undertaken between 5th and 25th February 2018. 

Please note that the data in the table above is unweighted. For the purposes of analysis and reporting, the data was 
weighted to make the sample representative of the working populations (age 18+) in each of the countries surveyed by 
gender, age, and region.

Changes in methodology
The survey was conducted online, in the native language of the country being surveyed, and questions were 
@RANDOMISED��TO�AVOID�ANY�UNDUE�BIAS�THERE�MAY�HAVE�BEEN�WHEN�ANSWERING�POTENTIALLY�SENSITIVE�QUESTIONS��
)N�SOME�CASES��PERCENTAGES�DO�NOT�ADD�UP�EXACTLY�TO�������4HIS�IS�DUE�TO�A�NUMBER�OF�REASONS�INCLUDING�
rounding; participants being able to select more than one response to the question or additional options 
�E�G��DON�T�KNOW�OR�OTHER	�

4HE�METHODOLOGY�FOR�DATA�COLLECTION�IN�THE�5NITED�+INGDOM��%NGLAND��3COTLAND��7ALES�AND�.ORTHERN�)RELAND	�
changed in 2018. From 2005 to 2015, data in Great Britain was collected through a public research survey 
by Ipsos MORI on behalf of the IBE. Interviews were conducted face-to-face with full time workers in Great 
"RITAIN��%NGLAND��3COTLAND�AND�7ALES	�AND�DATA�WAS�WEIGHTED�TO�BE�REPRESENTATIVE�OF�THE��FULLTIME	�WORKING�
population (aged 16+).

This alteration in methodology is aimed at improving comparability of data between the different countries 
SURVEYED��(OWEVER��THIS�CHANGE�HAS�AN�IMPACT�ON�THE�ABILITY�TO�TRACK�CHANGES�OVER�TIME�IN�THE�5+�AND�HAS�
to be kept in mind when comparing data for this country.
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sCOUNTRY  GENDER   AGE    SECTOR  MANAGERS SIZE 39

  Male Female  18-34 35-54 55+  Public/Third Private Manager Non-manager SME Large

Europe 6,119 3,256 2,834 29 1,804 3,127 1,184 4 2,025 4,094 1,862 4,257 3,255 2,418

France 754 386 364 4 231 388 134 1 259 495 265 489 376 333

Germany 762 402 354 6 228 364 170 - 263 499 170 592 386 332

Ireland 784 418 360 6 251 392 139 2 272 512 292 492 390 341

Italy 768 445 320 3 179 438 151 - 208 560 216 552 450 232

Portugal 775 401 372 2 206 409 160 - 219 556 216 559 421 302

Spain 756 411 344 1 188 440 128 - 182 574 213 543 417 272

Switzerland  756 393 356 7 255 350 150 1 307 449 178 578 455 261

UK 764 400 364 - 266 346 152 - 315 449 312 452 360 345 

PUBLIC
PRIVATE

39   Please note that a small number of sole traders also participated in the survey. 
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Appendix 2
Survey Questionnaire 
The survey questionnaire consisted of 14 questions, although not all questions were answered by all 
respondents. Eligibility for certain questions was dependent on responses to previous questions.

  

Q1. Below is a list of things that sometimes happen in the workplace. To what extent,  
if at all, do you think that each of the following actions is acceptable?  
Please select one answer per row.

Totally acceptable       Fairly acceptable       Not very acceptable       Totally unacceptable       Don’t know

� s� 4AKING�PENCILS�AND�PENS�FROM�WORK
� s� 0OSTING�PERSONAL�MAIL�FROM�WORK��E�G��LETTERS�OR�PARCELS	
� s� -AKING�PERSONAL�PHONE�CALLS�FROM�WORK
� s� 5SING�THE�INTERNET�FOR�PERSONAL�USE�DURING�WORKING�HOURS
� s� 5SING�COMPANY�PETROL�FOR�PERSONAL�MILEAGE
� s� #HARGING�PERSONAL�ENTERTAINMENT�TO�EXPENSES
� s� 0RETENDING�TO�BE�SICK�TO�TAKE�THE�DAY�OFF
� s� -INOR�lDDLING�OF�TRAVEL�EXPENSES
� s� &AVOURING�FAMILY�OR�FRIENDS�WHEN�RECRUITING�OR�AWARDING�CONTRACTS

Base 2018 = 6,119 employees in Europe (754 in France, 762 in Germany, 784 in Ireland, 768 in Italy, 775 in Portugal, 
756 in Spain, 756 in Switzerland and 764 in the UK).

Base 2015 = 3,000 employees in Continental Europe (750 in each of France, Germany, Italy and Spain) and 674 in 

Great Britain.

  

Q2.  In your organisation’s daily operations, would you say that honesty is practised…? 
Please select one response only.

Always       Frequently       Occasionally       Rarely       Never       Don’t know

Base 2018 = 6,119 employees in Europe (754 in France, 762 in Germany, 784 in Ireland, 768 in Italy, 775 in Portugal, 
756 in Spain, 756 in Switzerland and 764 in the UK).

Base 2015 = 3,000 employees in Continental Europe (750 in each of France, Germany, Italy and Spain) and 674 in 
Great Britain.

Base 2012 = 3,001 employees in Continental Europe (750 in each of France, Germany, Italy and 751 in Spain) and 665 
in Great Britain.

  

Q3.  During the past year at work, have you been aware of any conduct by your 
employer or colleagues that you thought violated either the law or your organisation’s 
ethical standards?  Please select one response only.

Yes       No       Don’t know

Base 2018 = 6,119 employees in Europe (754 in France, 762 in Germany, 784 in Ireland, 768 in Italy, 775 in Portugal, 
756 in Spain, 756 in Switzerland and 764 in the UK).

Base 2015 = 3,000 employees in Continental Europe (750 in each of France, Germany, Italy and Spain) and 674 in 
Great Britain.

Base 2012 = 3,001 employees in Continental Europe (750 in each of France, Germany, Italy and 751 in Spain) and 665 
in Great Britain.
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Q4. Asked to respondents who answered yes to Q3.   
Which, if any, of the following types of misconduct were you aware of?  
Please select all that apply. 

� s� !BUSIVE�BEHAVIOUR
� s� -ISREPORTING�HOURS�WORKED
� s� 3AFETY�VIOLATIONS
� s� $ISCRIMINATION��E�G��BY�RACE��GENDER��AGE	�
� s� 3TEALING
� s� )MPROPER�HIRING�PRACTICES��E�G��FAVOURING�FAMILY�OR�FRIENDS	
� s� &RAUD
� s� "ULLYING�HARASSMENT
� s� 0EOPLE�TREATED�INAPPROPRIATELY�UNETHICALLY
� s� /THER�

Base 2018 = 1,854 employees in Europe who were aware of illegal or unethical practices at work (258 in France, 191 
in Germany, 217 in Ireland, 226 in Italy, 272 in Portugal, 304 in Spain, 202 in Switzerland and 184 in the UK).

Base 2015 = 975 employees in Continental Europe who were aware of illegal or unethical practices at work (223 in 
France, 175 in Germany, 242 in Italy, 335 in Spain) and 134 in Great Britain. 

  

Q5. Asked to respondents who answered yes to Q3.   
Did you raise any of your concerns with management, another appropriate person, or 
through any other mechanism?  Please select one response only. 

Yes       No       Don’t know

Base 2018 = 1,854 employees in Europe who were aware of illegal or unethical practices at work (258 in France, 191 
in Germany, 217 in Ireland, 226 in Italy, 272 in Portugal, 304 in Spain, 202 in Switzerland and 184 in the UK).

Base 2015 = 975 employees in Continental Europe who were aware of illegal or unethical practices at work (223 in 
France, 175 in Germany, 242 in Italy, 335 in Spain) and 134 in Great Britain.

Base 2012 = 809 employees in Continental Europe who were aware of illegal or unethical practices at work (209 in 
France, 134 in Germany, 200 in Italy, 266 in Spain) and 130 in Great Britain.

  

Q6. Asked to respondents who answered yes to Q5.    
After raising or speaking up about your concerns, how satisfied or dissatisfied were 
you with the outcome?  Please select one response only. 

Very satisfied       Fairly satisfied       Fairly dissatisfied       Very dissatisfied       Don’t know

Base 2018 = 1,008 employees in Europe who were aware of legal or ethical violations at work and raised their 
concerns (134 in France, 108 in Germany, 119 in Ireland, 114 in Italy, 133 in Portugal, 160 in Spain, 118 in Switzerland 
and 122 in the UK). 
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Q7. Asked to respondents who answered no to Q5.    
Which of the following, if any, influenced your decision not to raise or speak up about 
your concerns?  Please select all that apply. 

� s� )�FELT�IT�WAS�NONE�OF�MY�BUSINESS
� s� )�FELT�)�MIGHT�JEOPARDISE�MY�JOB
� s� )�DID�NOT�BELIEVE�THAT�CORRECTIVE�ACTION�WOULD�BE�TAKEN
� s� )�FELT�)�MIGHT�ALIENATE�MYSELF�FROM�MY�COLLEAGUES
� s� )�DID�NOT�WANT�TO�BE�SEEN�AS�A�TROUBLEMAKER�BY�MANAGEMENT
� s� )�DID�NOT�KNOW�WHO�TO�CONTACT
� s� )�THOUGHT�THAT�IT�WAS�COMMON�PRACTICE
� s� )�THOUGHT�IT�WOULD�BE�RAISED�BY�SOMEONE�ELSE
� s� )�THOUGHT�THAT�THEY�ALREADY�KNEW�ABOUT�IT
� s� )�DIDN�T�THINK�IT�WAS�A�SERIOUS�ISSUE�AT�THE�TIME
� s� /THER��0LEASE�SPECIFY	
� s� $ON�T�KNOW

Base 2018 = 806 employees in Europe who were aware of legal or ethical violations at work but did not raise their 
concerns (119 in France, 74 in Germany, 97 in Ireland, 103 in Italy, 134 in Portugal, 138 in Spain, 80 in Switzerland and 

61 in the UK).

  

Q8.  Please indicate whether each of the following statements apply to your 
organisation or not.  Please select one response only.

Yes       No       Don’t know

 s� �-Y�ORGANISATION�HAS�WRITTEN�STANDARDS�OF�ETHICAL�BUSINESS�CONDUCT�THAT�PROVIDE�GUIDELINES�FOR�MY�JOB�
(for example a code of ethics, a policy statement on ethics or guidance on proper business conduct)

� s� �-Y�ORGANISATION�PROVIDES�EMPLOYEES�WITH�A�MEANS�OF�REPORTING�MISCONDUCT�CONlDENTIALLY��WITHOUT�
giving their name or other information that could easily identify them

� s� �-Y�ORGANISATION�OFFERS�ADVICE�OR�AN�INFORMATION�HELPLINE�WHERE�)�CAN�GET�ADVICE�ABOUT�BEHAVING�
ethically at work

� s� -Y�ORGANISATION�PROVIDES�TRAINING�ON�STANDARDS�OF�ETHICAL�CONDUCT

Base 2018 = 6,119 employees in Europe (754 in France, 762 in Germany, 784 in Ireland, 768 in Italy, 775 in Portugal, 
756 in Spain, 756 in Switzerland and 764 in the UK).

Base 2015 = 3,000 employees in Continental Europe (750 in each of France, Germany, Italy and Spain) and 674 in 
Great Britain.

Base 2012 = 3,001 employees in Continental Europe (750 in each of France, Germany, Italy and 751 in Spain) and 665 
in Great Britain.
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Q9.  To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?  
Please select one answer per row.

Strongly agree       Tend to agree       Neither agree nor disagree       Tend to disagree       Strongly disagree       

Don’t know

 s� /VERALL��MY�LINE�MANAGER�SETS�A�GOOD�EXAMPLE�OF�ETHICAL�BUSINESS�BEHAVIOUR

� s� -Y�LINE�MANAGER�EXPLAINS�THE�IMPORTANCE�OF�HONESTY�AND�ETHICS�IN�THE�WORK�WE�DO

� s� �-Y�LINE�MANAGER�REWARDS�EMPLOYEES�WHO�GET�GOOD�RESULTS��EVEN�IF�THEY�USE�PRACTICES�THAT�ARE�
ethically questionable

� s� -Y�LINE�MANAGER�SUPPORTS�ME�IN�FOLLOWING�MY�ORGANISATION�S�STANDARDS�OF�ETHICAL�BEHAVIOUR

� s� -Y�ORGANISATION�DISCIPLINES�EMPLOYEES�WHO�VIOLATE�MY�ORGANISATION�S�ETHICAL�STANDARDS

� s� -Y�ORGANISATION�ACTS�RESPONSIBLY�IN�ALL�ITS�BUSINESS�DEALINGS��WITH�CUSTOMERS��CLIENTS��SUPPLIERS��ETC�	

� s� -Y�ORGANISATION�LIVES�UP�TO�ITS�STATED�POLICY�OF�SOCIAL�RESPONSIBILITY

� s� )SSUES�OF�RIGHT�AND�WRONG�ARE�DISCUSSED�IN�STAFF�MEETINGS

Base 2018 = 6,119 employees in Europe (754 in France, 762 in Germany, 784 in Ireland, 768 in Italy, 775 in Portugal, 
756 in Spain, 756 in Switzerland and 764 in the UK).

Base 2015 = 3,000 employees in Continental Europe (750 in each of France, Germany, Italy and Spain) and 674 in 
Great Britain.

Base 2012 = 3,001 employees in Continental Europe (750 in each of France, Germany, Italy and 751 in Spain) and 665 

in Great Britain.

  

Q10.  Have you felt pressured to compromise your current organisation’s standards of 
ethical conduct?  Please select one response only. 

Yes       No       Don’t know

Base 2018 = 6,119 employees in Europe (754 in France, 762 in Germany, 784 in Ireland, 768 in Italy, 775 in Portugal, 
756 in Spain, 756 in Switzerland and 764 in the UK).

Base 2015 = 3,000 employees in Continental Europe (750 in each of France, Germany, Italy and Spain) and 674 in 
Great Britain.

  

Q11. Asked to respondents who answered yes to Q10.   
Which of the following, if any, were the main pressures on you to act unethically?  
Please select a maximum of three responses.  

� s� )�HAD�TO�MEET�UNREALISTIC�BUSINESS�OBJECTIVES�DEADLINES
� s� )�WAS�FOLLOWING�MY�BOSS�S�ORDERS
� s� )�FELT�PEER�PRESSURE�TO�BE�A�TEAM�PLAYER
� s� )�WANTED�TO�HELP�THE�ORGANISATION�PERFORM�BETTER��E�G��AGAINST�COMPETITORS�OR�SPENDING�CUTBACKS	
� s� )�WAS�TRYING�TO�SAVE�MY�JOB
� s� -Y�ORGANISATION�HAS�AN�UNETHICAL�CULTURE
� s� )�WAS�BEING�ASKED�TO�TAKE�SHORTCUTS
� s� 4HERE�WERE�lNANCIAL�BUDGETING�PRESSURES�AT�THE�COMPANY
� s� 7E�WERE�UNDERRESOURCED
� s� 4IME�PRESSURE
� s� /THER��0LEASE�SPECIFY	
� s� $ON�T�KNOW

Base 2018 = 970 employees who have felt pressured to compromise their organisation’s standards of ethical conduct 
(148 in France, 127 in Germany, 88 in Ireland, 129 in Italy, 176 in Portugal, 91 in Spain, 120 in Switzerland and 91 in 
the UK).

Base 2015 = 398 employees in Continental Europe who have felt pressured to compromise their organisation’s 
standards of ethical conduct (108 in France, 88 in Germany, 113 in Italy, 89 in Spain) and 53 in Great Britain.
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Q12.  Does your organisation provide incentives to employees to encourage them to 
live up to the organisation’s ethical standards?  Please select one response only. 

Yes       No       Don’t know

Base 2018 = 6,119 employees in Europe (754 in France, 762 in Germany, 784 in Ireland, 768 in Italy, 775 in Portugal, 
756 in Spain, 756 in Switzerland and 764 in the UK).

Base 2015 = 3,000 employees in Continental Europe (750 in each of France, Germany, Italy and Spain) and 674 in 
Great Britain.

  

Q13. Asked to respondents who answered yes to Q12.   
Which of the following incentives, if any, does your organisation provide to encourage 
employees to live up to its ethical standards?  Please select all that apply. 

� s� )T�IS�PART�OF�OUR�ANNUAL�APPRAISAL�REVIEW
� s� )T�IS�TAKEN�INTO�ACCOUNT�IN�ASSESSING�BONUS�PAYMENTS
� s� 3ALARY�INCREASES
� s� 0UBLIC�COMMENDATION��E�G��EMPLOYEE�AWARDS	
� s� /THER��0LEASE�SPECIFY	
� s� $ON�T�KNOW

Base 2018 = 1,400 employees in Europe who say their organisation provides incentives to promote ethical standards 
(190 in France, 223 in Germany, 104 in Ireland, 115 in Italy, 188 in Portugal, 194 in Spain, 217 in Switzerland and 169 in 
the UK).

  

Q14. Asked to respondents who identified themselves as managers.   
To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements?   
Please select one answer per row. 

Strongly agree       Tend to agree       Neither agree nor disagree       Tend to disagree       Strongly disagree       

Don’t know

 s� 0ETTY�lDDLING�IS�INEVITABLE�IN�A�MODERN�ORGANISATION
� s� )F�WE�CRACKED�DOWN�ON�EVERY�LITTLE�lDDLE�WE�WOULD�SOON�lND�WE�HAD�NO�STAFF
� s� )F�WE�CRACKED�DOWN�ON�EVERY�LITTLE�lDDLE�WE�WOULD�SOON�lND�WE�HAD�NO�SUPPLIERS
� s� !S�LONG�AS�)�COME�IN�ON�TIME�AND�WITHIN�BUDGET�)�AM�NOT�GOING�TO�WORRY�ABOUT�A�BIT�OF�PETTY�lDDLING
� s� 4HERE�IS�NO�REAL�DIFFERENCE�BETWEEN�FRAUD�AND�A�BIT�OF�PETTY�lDDLING
� s� )T�IS�ACCEPTABLE�TO�ARTIlCIALLY�INCREASE�PROlTS�IN�THE�BOOKS�AS�LONG�AS�NO�MONEY�IS�STOLEN

Base 2018 = 1,862 managers (265 in France, 170 in Germany, 292 in Ireland, 216 in Italy, 216 in Portugal, 213 in Spain, 

178 in Switzerland and 312 in the UK).  
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Statements from Silver Supporters of the Survey

Aviva

Our purpose is to help customers Defy 
Uncertainty – to face the future with confidence. 
We want to help customers protect what 
matters to them – their family, home and 
SAVINGS�FOR�RETIREMENT��FOR�EXAMPLE��7E�CANNOT�
do this without earning and maintaining 
customer trust.
 
A strong culture, supported by good 
governance and a clear ethical framework, 
provide the strong foundations required to 
operate as a responsible and transparent 
business.  
 
Our Business Ethics Code outlines our high 
ethical standards. In 2017, we reviewed and 
improved our business ethics training to 
reinforce its importance and what it means for 
our people.
 
Our malpractice helpline, Speak Up, makes 
it easy to report any concerns in confidence, 
with all reports referred to an independent 
investigation team. Our helpline is open not 
only to employees but also third parties. We 
encourage the reporting of concerns covering 
a wide range of issues such as: bribery and 
corruption, harassment, and human rights 
(including modern slavery).
 
We have risk-based training to ensure 
EMPLOYEES�AND�OTHERS�ACTING�ON�!VIVA�S�BEHALF�
make business decisions that align to our 
values and contribute to growing our business 
in a sustainable way.

Aviva provides around 31 million customers 
worldwide with insurance, savings and investment 
PRODUCTS��7E�ARE�THE�5+�S�LARGEST�INSURER�AND�ONE�
OF�%UROPE�S�LEADING�PROVIDERS�OF�LIFE�AND�GENERAL�
insurance. We combine strong life insurance, 
general insurance and asset management 
businesses under one powerful brand. We are 
committed to serving our customers well in order to 
build a stronger, sustainable business, which makes 
a positive contribution to society, and for which our 
people are proud to work.

 

Centrica 

Centrica provides energy and services that are 
AT�THE�HEART�OF�OUR�CUSTOMERS��LIVES��4O�CONTINUE�
doing this and generate greater value in society, 
we focus on being a responsible business.  

Core to this is ensuring we have a clear set of 
EXPECTATIONS�FOR�HOW�WE�GO�ABOUT�OUR�BUSINESS�
and a sound guide for making good decisions. 
That is why earlier this year, we launched Our 
Code which replaces our Business Principles 
and other codes of conduct across the 
company. From operating safely and securely 
to working responsibly with communities and 
governments, Our Code gives us a clear, unified 
statement on the most important principles and 
standards that apply to everyone who works for 
us, with us or alongside us. Our Code supports 
our Values and embodies what we stand for, 
and clearly states that we will conduct our 
business with integrity.

We are helping our people embrace the spirit 
and values that underpin Our Code by using 
interactive training modules and ethical dilemma 
challenges, while strengthening working groups 
focused on addressing key issues including 
modern slavery.  

Centrica plc is an international energy and services 
company. Everything we do is focused on satisfying 
the changing needs of their customers. 

Centrica supplies energy and services to over 25 
MILLION�CUSTOMER�ACCOUNTS�MAINLY�IN�THE�5+��)RELAND�
and North America through strong brands such as 
British Gas, Direct Energy and Bord Gáis Energy, 
all supported by around 15,000 engineers and 
technicians. 

These chosen businesses and distinctive capabilities 
are underpinned by an investment in technology to 
develop innovative products, offers and solutions, 
which ensures Centrica is well placed to deliver for its 
customers, shareholders and society.
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L’ORÉAL

!T�,�/2³!,��WE�BELIEVE�THAT�A�COMPANY�S�

behaviour is as important as its economic 

performance or the quality of its products. 

 

,�/RÏAL�WAS�BUILT�ON�STRONG�ETHICAL�PRINCIPLES�

that continue to guide its development and 

contribute to building its reputation: Integrity, 

Respect, Courage and Transparency. These 

principles are namely the foundation of the 

'ROUP�S�POLICIES�IN�TERMS�OF�COMPLIANCE��

responsible innovation, environmental 

stewardship, social and societal responsibility, 

and philanthropy. 

 

In addition to the ambitious ethics programme 

we have already put in place, we have recently 

published our Human Rights Policy and set up a 

Group Human Rights Committee as we believe 

human rights will be one of the major ethical 

subjects in future years. 

,�/RÏAL�HAS�DEVOTED�ITSELF�TO�BEAUTY�FOR�OVER�����
YEARS�AND�IS�THE�WORLD�S�LEADING�BEAUTY�COMPANY��
employing 82,600 people worldwide. Research 
AND�INNOVATION�ARE�AT�THE�CORE�OF�,�/RÏAL�S�STRATEGY��
working to meet beauty aspirations all over the 
WORLD��,�/RÏAL�S�SUSTAINABILITY�COMMITMENT�FOR�
2020 Sharing Beauty With All sets out ambitious 
sustainable development objectives across the 
'ROUP�S�VALUE�CHAIN��

Statements from Silver Supporters of the Survey

Morgan Stanley 

We believe a strong culture starts with our 

�������EMPLOYEES��4HE�&IRM�S�CORE�VALUES�DRIVE�

a shared set of behaviours and attributes that 

help employees make decisions consistent with 

THE�EXPECTATIONS�OF�OUR�CLIENTS��SHAREHOLDERS��

regulators, Board of Directors and the public. 

3INCE�-ORGAN�3TANLEY�S�FOUNDING�IN�������OUR�

pledge – to do first-class business in a first-

class way – has been at the heart of everything 

we do, differentiating us in the industry and 

serving as a foundation for success. Our culture 

IS�A�COMPETITIVE�ADVANTAGE�AT�-ORGAN�3TANLEY�

that we do not take for granted.

!T�-ORGAN�3TANLEY��WE�ADVISE��ORIGINATE��TRADE��
manage and distribute capital for governments, 
institutions and individuals, and always do so with a 
STANDARD�OF�EXCELLENCE��7E�OPERATE�GLOBALLY�ACROSS�
five key business areas: Wealth Management, 
)NVESTMENT�"ANKING���#APITAL�-ARKETS��3ALES���
Trading, Research, and Investment Management. 
We believe capital can work to benefit all of society. 
We make this belief a reality by putting clients first, 
LEADING�WITH�EXCEPTIONAL�IDEAS��DOING�THE�RIGHT�THING��
and giving back.
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Related IBE Publications

IBE publications provide thought leadership and practical guidance to those involved in developing and 
promoting business ethics, including senior business people, corporate governance professionals and 
ETHICS�AND�COMPLIANCE�PRACTITIONERS��3OME�RECENT�PUBLICATIONS�RELATED�TO�THIS�TOPIC�WHICH�YOU�MIGHT�BE�
interested in include:

Culture Indicators: understanding corporate behaviour
Peter Montagnon 

Boards are increasingly focused on corporate culture, yet they often struggle to 
understand the forces that drive behaviour in their business. Culture cannot easily 
be measured, but boards can and do have access to a range of information that 
will shed light on the culture of their organisations.

Culture Indicators: understanding corporate behaviour analyses survey data and 
draws on interviews with directors and those that advise them to provide practical 
and tangible assistance for boards in how to understand the corporate culture 
OF�THEIR�ORGANISATIONS��)T�EXAMINES�A�WIDE�RANGE�OF�RELEVANT�INDICATORS�AND�HOW�TO�
interpret them in order to produce a useful and authentic picture of the culture of 
a business.

Culture by Committee: the pros and cons
Peter Montagnon

3HIFTING�PERCEPTIONS�OF�RISK�HAVE�INCREASINGLY�ENCOURAGED�COMPANIES�TO�FORM�
special board committees to deal with broad questions of corporate responsibility, 
SUSTAINABILITY�AND�ETHICS��4HIS�)"%�3URVEY�2EPORT�LOOKS�AT�THE�NATURE�AND�ROLE�OF�
these board committees, and also at the way companies that choose not to have 
such committees handle this growing range of non-financial risks.

The idea of having a committee dedicated to the task of overseeing culture 
and ethics is relatively new. This survey report is intended to benchmark what 
IS�HAPPENING�IN�THE�5+��PROVIDING�A�VALUABLE�INSIGHT�INTO�HOW�COMPANIES�ARE�
approaching the task, and helping companies decide on the right approach for 
THEM�IN�AN�INCREASINGLY�COMPLEX�WORLD�

4HIS�SURVEY�WAS�PREPARED�IN�COLLABORATION�WITH�)#3!��4HE�'OVERNANCE�)NSTITUTE�
AND�-AZARS

Ethics, Risk and Governance
Peter Montagnon

3ETTING�THE�RIGHT�VALUES�AND�CULTURE�IS�INTEGRAL�TO�A�COMPANY�S�SUCCESS�AND�ITS�
ability to generate value over the longer term. The challenge for business is how 
to develop and embed real values. This requires leadership and is a core task 
for boards. Many boards acknowledge the importance of a healthy corporate 
culture, both because of the role this plays in mitigating risk and because of the 
value to their franchise of a sound reputation. This IBE Board Briefing sets out 
WHY�DIRECTORS�NEED�TO�BE�ACTIVELY�INVOLVED�IN�SETTING�AND�MAINTAINING�A�COMPANY�S�
ethical values and suggests some ways to approach it. It aims to help directors 
define their contribution to the maintenance of sound values and culture.

Survey

Published by:

Culture by Committee 
the pros and cons
By Peter Montagnon

In collaboration with:
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Codes of Business Ethics 
a guide to developing and 
implementing an effective code
By Simon Webley and Daniel Johnson

Codes of Business Ethics: a guide to developing 
and implementing an effective code
Simon Webley and Daniel Johnson

5PDATED�GUIDANCE�FROM�THE�)"%�ON�HOW�TO�DEVELOP�AND�IMPLEMENT�AN�
effective code of ethics. This Core IBE Report addresses many of the 
questions that arise when organisations wish to provide support and 
guidance to staff in ethical decision-making. It is intended to apply to 
ORGANISATIONS�OF�ANY�SIZE��REGARDLESS�OF�THE�SECTOR�IN�WHICH�THEY�OPERATE�
and will assist those charged with implementing or updating their 
ORGANISATION�S�CODE�OF�ETHICS��#ODES�OF�"USINESS�%THICS�FOLLOWS�THE�)"%�
�n3TEP�-ODEL�AND�SHARES�EXAMPLES�OF�GOOD�PRACTICE�

Codes of Business Ethics: examples of good 
practice
Simon Webley and Guendalina Dondé

This companion publication to Codes of Business Ethics: a guide to 
developing and implementing an effective code draws on the wording of 
a number of current corporate codes which address the most common 
concerns encountered in doing business today. There are potentially 108 
issues which codes of ethics can cover. These include new issues, such 
as personal relationships at work; treating customers fairly; social media; 
PROTECTION�OF�THE�COMPANY�S�BRAND��RISK�MANAGEMENT�AND�PRIORITISING�
ETHICS�OVER�PROlTS�WHICH�DID�NOT�EXIST�WHEN�THE�GUIDANCE�WAS�LAST�
updated in 2003.

The Role and Effectiveness of Ethics and 
Compliance Practitioners
Fiona Coffey

How do Ethics and Compliance practitioners work effectively to 
promote ethical conduct inside their organisations? This report provides 
refreshing insights into the purpose and activities of this relatively new 
role. Based on interviews with practitioners, it considers the skills 
required and the scope and capacity of E&C practitioners to have 
STRATEGIC�INmUENCE�ON�@BUSINESS�AS�USUAL���

4HIS�REPORT�WILL�GIVE�BOARDS�AND�SENIOR�EXECUTIVES�AN�UNDERSTANDING�
of the value that the E&C function brings, how it can be aligned with 
the business model and the resources required to make the function 
effective. E&C practitioners themselves will be given perspectives on 
how others approach the E&C role in taking a values approach to 
ensuring high standards of business conduct.

Report
Report

The Role and Effectiveness 
of Ethics and Compliance 
Practitioners

By Fiona Coffey

Published by
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By Simon Webley and Guendalina Dondé
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Good Practice Guide: Encouraging a Speak Up Culture 
Katherine Bradshaw

The freedom to raise concerns without fear of retaliation is a core component of 
a supportive ethical business culture – one where employees are confident they 
WILL�BE�SUPPORTED�TO�@DO�THE�RIGHT�THING���Encouraging a Speak Up Culture is the 
LATEST�)"%�'OOD�0RACTICE�'UIDE��)T�EXAMINES�PRACTICAL�WAYS�THAT�ORGANISATIONS�CAN�
ENCOURAGE�A�3PEAK�5P�CULTURE�BY�ESTABLISHING�A�PROCEDURE�TO�GIVE�EMPLOYEES�THE�
confidence to raise concerns about anything they find unsafe, unethical or unlawful 
without fear of retaliation. If companies do not support their employees in this way, 
they risk a concern becoming a crisis.

Good Practice Guide: Communicating Ethical  
Values Internally
Katherine Bradshaw

An organisation which operates to high ethical standards is one where ethics is 
JUST�@THE�WAY�WE�DO�THINGS�AROUND�HERE���"UT�HOW�DO�YOU�COMMUNICATE�SOMETHING�
AS�NEBULOUS�AS�@INTEGRITY���(OW�CAN�YOU�COMMUNICATE�THE�ETHICAL�STANDARDS�OF�AN�
organisation effectively, so that they are not only understood, but are embedded 
IN�DECISIONMAKING�AND�BEHAVIOUR��4HIS�GUIDE�SHARES�EXAMPLES�OF�SOME�WAYS�
of communicating messages about ethical values to employees so that they are 
EMPOWERED�TO�@DO�THE�RIGHT�THING���)T�EXAMINES�THE�ROLE�OF�INTERNAL�COMMUNICATIONS�
in establishing a corporate culture.

Good Practice Guide: Surveying Staff on Ethical Matters
Katherine Bradshaw, Andrea Werner and Nicole Dando

This Good Practice Guide looks at how organisations can use staff surveys to take 
their ethical temperature and assess the efficacy of their ethics programmes. It 
outlines the different methods for surveying staff on ethical matters and considers 
HOW�TO�MAXIMISE�THE�EFFECTIVENESS�OF�SURVEYS��!�LIST�OF�QUESTIONS�THAT�COMPANIES�
CAN�USE�TO�ASK�THEIR�STAFF�ABOUT�ETHICAL�MATTERS�IS�PROVIDED��INCLUDING�THE�)"%�S����
benchmark staff survey questions.

Good Practice Guide 

Encouraging a  
Speak Up Culture

Published by

Good Practice Guide 

Communicating 
Ethical Values 
Internally
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Other IBE Resources

E-learning  
The IBE’s e-learning package Understanding Business Ethics is 
AVAILABLE�IN�%NGLISH��&RENCH��'ERMAN�AND�3PANISH�

This short introductory online training course is designed to raise 
awareness of business ethics and provide an understanding of why 
ethical standards in the workplace matter.

The course is designed to support employees at all levels, in 
ORGANISATIONS�OF�ANY�SIZE�AND�IN�ANY�SECTOR�TO�@DO�THE�RIGHT�THING��� 
4HE�PROGRAMME�TAKES�APPROXIMATELY����MINUTES�TO�COMPLETE��

4HE�)"%�S�ELEARNING�PACKAGE�IS�USED�BY�PROFESSIONAL�BODIES�TO�DEVELOP�
ethical sensitivity in their members and for CPD (Continuing Professional 
Development) accreditation. 

If you would like to offer this to multiple users, please contact us.

Say No Toolkit 
The IBE Say No Toolkit is a decision making tool to help organisations 
encourage employees to make the right decision in difficult situations. 
4HE�3AY�.O�4OOLKIT�DELIVERS�IMMEDIATE�GUIDANCE�TO�EMPLOYEES�ON�A�WIDE�
range of common business issues, especially those that could lead to 
accusations of bribery.

Employees tap through a series of questions about the situation they 
FACE�AND�THE�TOOL�WILL�PROVIDE�THE�RIGHT�DECISION�TO�TAKE��3AY�.O��3AY�
Yes or Ask. The answer also makes it clear why it is important to make 
that decision so your employees can have the confidence and the 
knowledge to respond correctly. 

Organisations can use both the IBE Say No Toolkit app and website for 
free. The app can be downloaded on to any smartphone or tablet. 
 
3IMPLY�GO�TO�WWW�SAYNOTOOLKIT�NET�
  
4HE�3AY�.O�4OOLKIT�CAN�BE�CUSTOMISED�AND�BRANDED�TO�SUIT�YOUR�
ORGANISATION�S�NEEDS�AND�DETAILED�PROCEDURES��&OR�MORE�INFORMATION�
email info@ibe.org.uk or call the IBE office on +44 20 7798 6040.

For details of all IBE publications and resources visit our website www.ibe.org.uk
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Ethics at Work
2018 survey of employees – Europe

Employees’ views are a key indicator of the ethical temperature 
in today’s organisations. 

What do employees think about the ethical business practices of their 
employer? Are formal ethics programmes effective in embedding  
ethical values into organisational culture and influencing behaviour? 
What are the challenges for the organisation and what should be the 
focus going forward?

The Institute of Business Ethics has conducted a regular survey into 
EMPLOYEES��VIEWS�OF�ETHICS�AT�WORK�IN�"RITAIN�SINCE�������4HE�SURVEY�HAS�
since been widened to include France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Portugal, 
3PAIN�AND�3WITZERLAND�IN�%UROPE��AS�WELL�AS�!USTRALIA��#ANADA��.EW�
:EALAND�AND�3INGAPORE�

This report presents the survey findings from the European countries. 
It focuses on three key themes. These relate to assessing the ethical 
culture of an organisation; identifying ethical risks and supporting ethics 
standards. Two specific issues that have a major impact on the culture 
of an organisation are also addressed: the ability of employees to voice 
their ethics-related concerns and the role of line managers in promoting 
ethics in the workplace.

4HESE�lNDINGS�WILL�HELP�TO�EXPLAIN�THE�%UROPEAN�LANDSCAPE�OF�BUSINESS�
ethics from the perspective of employees in 2018. 

ISBN 978-1-908534-35-4          Available at www.ibe.org.uk

http://www.ibe.org.uk
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